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INTRODUCTION BY ZCBC-CCJPZ BISHOP CHAIRMAN 

I am honoured to present to you the CCJPZ 2018 
Harmonized Election Report. Using the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) act 2013, the 
Traditional Leaders Act (Chapter 29:17), the Electoral 
Act (Chapter 2:13) and, above all, the Social Teachings 

1of the Church  as baselines, this report is based on CCJPZ 
consolidated long term and Election Day observation 
reports. Soon after 2013 Harmonized Elections, more 
than 240 long term observers from Zimbabwe's eight 
Catholic Dioceses monitored and documented 
occurrences that undermined Social Teachings of the 

2Church guided by the PESTEL  tool. They submitted 
their bi-monthly situation monitoring reports to CCJP 
diocesan offices for consolidation and onward 
submission to CCJPZ national coordination office. The 
long term reports would be analysed together with 
Election Day observation reports produced by the 850 
men and women deployed by CCJPZ in hot spot and 

3marginalized areas  to observe Zimbabwe's 2018 
Harmonized Elections. 

This report is not based on the observations made on the 
Election Day only. It takes a holistic approach that 

4follows the Electoral Cycle.  Thus means the CCJPZ's 
verdict of the 2018 Harmonized Elections is also 
informed by election related processes and occurrences 
that happened in the pre and post-election periods. The 

choices that voters make on the Election Day are largely influenced by what they would have encountered way 
before the day of casting the ballots. What happened soon after 2013 Harmonized Elections, for example, 
influenced people's political choices in 2018 Harmonized Elections. If not effectively addressed, what also 
happened soon after 2018 Harmonized Elections is also going to influence political choices for 2023 Harmonized 
Elections. 

An election is not an event! It comprises different processes that should all be carefully scrutinized for an objective 
verdict. This report does that. It begins by analysing the context in which the 2018 Harmonized Elections were 
held. It shows that as commitment to transparent elections, the government opened up to the international 
observers such as the European Union and the Commonwealth. As recommended by various international and 
local observers (including CCJPZ) after 2013 Harmonized Elections, there were some improvements in the 
administrative and the legal framework on elections. The Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) assumed full 
responsibility of the Voters' Roll, including voter registration previously done by the Registrar General. The 
introduction of the Biometric Voter Registration (BVR), which was accompanied by some voter education, was a 
significant milestone. The report notes the enactment of the Electoral Act as positive although some alignments to 
the constitution is necessary. 

The report also notes that as compared to previous elections, the pre-election environment was relatively peaceful. 
There was recognition by almost all contesting political parties to the 2018 Harmonised Elections that elections 

Right Rev. Bishop Rudolf Nyandoro 

1
 Comprises the following biblical values and wisdom that guides humanity in responding to their situations: respect for life and dignity for the human person; call for family, community 

and participation; rights and responsibilities; option for the poor and vulnerable; subsidiarity and care for God's creation. 
2
 PESTEL stands for Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal (situation monitoring)  

3
Based on the theory of Predictive Societal Indicators of Radicalism Model of Domestic Political Violence Forecast, developed by Sam Bell and Amanda Murdie, hot spots of political 

violence are areas that sustain increased political violence that can prevent citizens from freely and independently participating in democratic processes. As for the purpose of this project, 
hot spots are areas that were more affected by political violence in 2008 and have continued to sustain a trend of violence, intimidations, threats or assaults after 2008. However, it is not 
always the case that remote areas are hot spots of political violence although others are both remote and hot spots. 
4 The Electoral Cycle appreciates elections as continuous process rather than isolated events. At the most general level, the Electoral Cycle is divided into three main periods: the pre-
election period, the electoral period and the post electoral period. The Electoral Cycle has no fixed starting or ending points. This is also true for the three periods and the segments within the 
cycle. In theory, it may be said that one cycle ends when another begins. Also see ―Electoral Cycleǁ on aceproject.org/electoral-advice/electoral-assistance accessed on 21 August 2018  
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have been a source of Zimbabwe violent conflicts. Commitment made by all political parties to avoid violence 
especially by signing of the Peace Pledge facilitated by the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission 
(NPRC) dissuaded physical and overt political violence. The Elections Day was therefore peaceful. Although 
there were long queues in the morning and some isolated confusions on identification of polling centres by the 
voters, polling centres or polling streams by voters, polling stations opened and closed on time. Counting also 
proceeded peacefully. 

Whilst all contesting political parties for 2018 Harmonized Elections were given opportunities to campaign in all 
areas as a result of the minimum use of inhibitive laws such as Access to Information Protection and Protection of 
Privacy Act (AIPPA) and Public Order and Security Act (POSA) the public media was not availed equally to all 
contesting political parties. Some political parties had their political rallies broadcast live on national television 
and radio. Others were not even given the opportunities to present themselves to the electorate. Voters needed 
information from all political parties in order to make informed choices. The report recommends repeal or the 
scraping off of AIPPA and POSA which are not very progressive in respect of the spirit of the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) Act 2013 which has been lauded as one of the best constitutions on the continent! 
The report also notes challenges to accept diversity, especially in rural communities. Starting soon after 2013 
Harmonized Elections up to the eve of 2018 Harmonized Elections, some citizens were intimidated or threatened 
with the reminders of 2008 political violence if they made their independent political choices. Some were denied 
food aid or agriculture inputs until ―you reform and cross the floorǁ to the ―correct political party.ǁ Others were 
threatened with evictions from the land or communities. The intimidation, isolation and divisive narrative which 
have been common in Zimbabwe throughout the Electoral Cycle have undermined citizens' freedom of expression 
and participation. CCJPZ is concerned that Zimbabwean men and women, the majority of whom are Christians, 
continue to undermine the Social Teachings (STCs) and constitutional principles such as respect of human dignity, 
human life and freedom of participation. Acts of parliament such as Traditional Leaders Act (Chapter 29:17) and 
constitutional provisions such as Section 281 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act should be 
faithfully respected and exercised for the Zimbabwe we all want!. 

The report states that the serenity and peace Zimbabwe enjoyed on the Election Day was watered down on 1 
August 2018. At least seven people were shot dead during a demonstration for speedy announcement of election 
results. This tainted the image of Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections. It soiled the country's international 
human rights image as the shooting happened under the nose of international observers. Life is sacrosanct. Human 
beings are created in the image of God and should not be killed under any circumstance (Gen 1:26). Whilst not 
condoning the use of violence when citizens express themselves, the use of live ammunition on unarmed civilians 
was too extreme. It was not necessary to lose lives on 1 August 2018 for the sake of ―ballot papers.ǁ May the souls 
of those and others that departed rest in eternal peace! 

The report concludes that Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Election was tainted by pre-election incidents – 
beginning soon after 2013 Harmonised Elections – such as political segregation in humanitarian or food aid 
distribution; threats of evictions and isolation; intimidation, including reliving 2008 political violence, especially 
if there was going to be a presidential rerun, among others. Zimbabwe is on a journey to free and fair elections if 
continuous improvements could be made to the following: 

I.  Good leadership qualities guided by the STCs, constitutional provisions and Acts of Parliament where 
human dignity, human life and freedom of participation are respected. St. Paul's letter to the Romans warns 
that ―those who refuse to obey the laws of the land are refusing to obey God, and punishment will followǁ 
(Romans 13:2); 

II.  Political tolerance and recognition of diversity as positive values ―with all humility and gentleness, with 
patience, bearing with one another in loveǁ (Ephesians 4:2). 

III.  Adequate and continuous voter education inclusive of all languages as stipulated in the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 ―my people are destroyed because of lack of knowledgeǁ (Hosea 
4:6); 

IV.  Timely availability of voters' roll to the public and stakeholders as stated in the constitution; 
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V.  Minimum use of force and avoiding the use of live ammunition on demonstrating civilians: ―You shall not 
murderǁ (Exodus 20:13); 

VI.  Equal access of all election contesting political parties to and coverage in both electronic and print media to 
publicise their manifestos. This would make them known and at the same time enable voters make informed 
political choices and 

VII.  A comprehensive national peace and reconciliation process to enable Zimbabweans to do away with their 
past (especially electoral violence) which has always affected their independent participation in electoral 
processes. Before Jesus ascended to Heaven, he said to his disciples: ―Peace I leave with you; my peace I 
give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraidǁ (John 
14:27). Zimbabweans need such kind of peace - within and amongst themselves and as groups or individuals 
- to freely and independently vote without fear. 

 Happy reading! 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Catholic Observer: Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe (CCJPZ) Report for 2018 
Zimbabwe Harmonized Elections analyses Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections using a combination of 
CCJPZ's long term and Elections Day observation reports - and the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 
20) Act 2013, the Traditional Leaders Act (Chapter 29:17), the Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13) and the Social 
Teachings of the Church as baselines. The long term observation reports were produced every two months since 
the 2013 Harmonized Elections by 240 CCJPZ's long term situation monitors or observers from Zimbabwe's eight 
Dioceses. Election Day observation reports were produced by 850 men and women deployed by CCJPZ at 
marginalised and hot spot polling stations in all dioceses on the Election Day. Following the Electoral Cycle, this 
report tries to take a holistic approach to deduce an objective verdict of Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections. It 
makes an evidence based analysis of the pre-election environment - beginning soon after the 2013 Harmonized 
Elections - the Election Day and the Post-Election Day. In both respects, the report tries to reveal positive 
experiences before, during and after the Harmonized Elections - and what could have been done better. It ends with 
a tabulated profile of matters that arose from the observation process, conclusions and recommendations. 

Positives of the 2018 Harmonized Elections 

●  There were minimum levels of physical violence during the Pre-Election period to the 2018 Harmonized 
Election. There was recognition by almost all contesting political parties that elections have been a source of 
Zimbabwe's violent conflicts. Commitment was made by all contesting political parties to avoid violence by 
signing the Peace Pledge facilitated by the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission. The pre-election 
environment was therefore relatively peaceful. 

●  There was a minimum use of oppressive legislation such as Access to Information and Protection of Privacy 
Act and Public Order and Security Act as all political parties were relatively allowed relative free outreach and 
mobilization of voters. 

●  The government opened up to external election observers. International observers were invited to observe for a 
longer period. They completed their observation missions without confrontation with the government. 

●  There were some improvements in election administration and legal framework. The Zimbabwe Electoral 
Commission assumed full responsibility of voters' registration and voters' roll previously done by Registrar 
General. The introduction of biometric voter registration was a milestone. The gazetting of the Electoral Act 
(Chapter 2:13) signifies a promising future for Zimbabwe's electoral processes. 

●  ZEC's deliberate collaboration with organisations that have mass mobilization authority such as Churches - and 
the use of electronic, print and social media - for voter education and communicating voter messages was an 
effective strategy that reached a significant number of voters across the country. 

●  There were some commitments by ZEC to dialogue and engage on electoral issues with Political Parties, Faith 
Based Organisations and Civil Society Organisations through the Multi-stakeholder dialogue initiative. ZEC 
organized several meetings where stakeholders were invited for discussions and input into the electoral 
processes. 

●  The opening of polling stations, counting and announcement of 2018 Harmonized Elections results was done 
on time and in accordance with the Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13). 

What could have been done better 

●  Political and traditional leaders' sincerity to the Constitution of Zimbabwe (No. 20) Act 2013 especially Chapter 
4 and Chapter 15 - and other statutory frameworks such as the Traditional Leader Act (Chapter 29:17). 

●  As a largely Christian nation, adherence to the Social Teachings of the Church, especially respect for human life 
and dignity and respect for freedom of participation. Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections could have been 
more interesting if political diversity, inclusion and cohesion were appreciated as positive values. 
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● Inclusive and universal access to common goods by depoliticizing agriculture inputs and food hand-outs 
provided by the state – giving out food or humanitarian aid to everybody in need despite their political 
affiliation. 

●  Depoliticizing and demilitarizing of state institutions, especially from the provincial to the village levels where 
some political party functionaries have replaced the state. The state should have continued to take charge of, for 
example, livelihood provisions such as access to land and local resources, local employment opportunities, 
among others. These livelihood endowments should have been accessed by all Zimbabweans without political 
favours - rather than being used to coerce voters to support certain political parties. 

●  A comprehensive national peace and reconciliation process to help voters recover from electoral violence and 
trauma experienced in previous elections. This could have improved voters' confidence and freedom of 
expression. 

●  Inclusive, agreeable rules, code of conduct or more procedural ways for distributing political party regalia. This 
could have averted loss of life during scramble and minimized community grudges or violent conflicts between 
those who receive (political party regalia) and those who didn't. A systematic allocation could also have 
minimized voter apathy or ―voter protestǁ, especially by some youth who concluded voting was just for the 
elderly because ―they are given the regalia.ǁ 

● Comprehensiveness by political parties in planning and preparing for their primary elections. Timely 
availability of primary election voters' rolls and voting materials and democratic selection of candidates could 
have minimized violent conflicts experienced during primary elections. 

●  Equal media access to all contesting political parties could have provided voters with critical information for 
informed political choices. 

●  More and sufficient voter education adapted and translated to all the country's 16 languages including sign 
languages and Braille - voter education that also targeted first time voters. 

●  More swiftness in bio-metric voter registration - and availability of ablution facilities at bio-metric voter 
registration centres and other open spaces where electoral processes took place. 

●  Availing the voters' roll to all political parties and the public before the sitting of the Nomination Court and 
Election Day for transparency and accountability purposes. 

●  Consistency in the announcement of the number of votes obtained by the two top presidential candidates to 
exhibit transparency, efficiency and reliability. This could have created more trust and reduced legitimacy 
questions for the subsequently declared presidential candidate. 

●  Avoiding the use of live ammunition on demonstrating civilians as happened on 1 August 2018 - and making 
apologies for the loss of lives, injuries and damages caused. 

●  Utilisation of Zimbabwe's independent commissions under Chapter 12 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 such as the Zimbabwe Human Rights Commissions (ZHRC) and the National 
Peace and Reconciliation Commission (NPRC) to inquire into the Post Election Violence that took place on 1 
August 2018 in Zimbabwe because of their familiarity with the environment. The ZHRC and NPRC could have 
exercised their constitutionally given mandates and independence. They could have reported their findings to 
parliament (and not to an individual) and would have been less expensive since they are resident with 
functional Secretariats. 

●  Electoral reforms could have started soon after 2013 Harmonized Elections and taken as a process with 
adequate inclusivity, dialogue, engagements and time for implementation. 
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Overall Conclusion 

★  There were some improvements in the 2018 Harmonized Elections. The pre-election period was relatively 
peaceful with less incidents of overt violence. Political parties were given spaces to campaign and mobilize 
voters. There was a new bio-metric voter registration process. This led to a completely new voters' roll 
administered by the election management body. The polling stations opened and closed on time. Counting 
and announcement of results was also done on time and according to the law. 

★  However, the narrative of fear motivated by promises of a return of 2008 political violence (or even worse); 
denying political opponents humanitarian aid (food, agriculture inputs, livestock etc) and everything else 
they need for their livelihood - and the threats of evictions from the land - have been the common - and 
‗normalized' - political life in most Zimbabwean rural communities for the last decade. 

★  This narrative is intriguing in that the intimidation, isolation and violence strategy has been similar and 
implemented almost at the same time across Zimbabwe. This point to a ―centreǁ where the concoction of 
political and electoral intimidation, isolation and violence is brewed and delivered throughout the electoral 
cycle by complementary structures, institutions and individuals that are rewarded through a well-resourced 
patronage system. 

★  Often, the state has ceased to exist beyond the provincial levels. Political party functionaries - some of whom 
have been recruited within the traditional leadership, civil and security service - take charge of all the state 
welfare and livelihood support interventions from the province to the village level. As such, some poor and 
marginalized citizens, who are the majority of voters, have been heavily coerced to give up democracy and 
political independence to secure their residential places and benefit from welfare and humanitarian aid. 

★  This means that since 2008, through 2013 to 2018, majority of Zimbabwean voters, especially from the rural 
areas have voted under duress. Fear and desperation have been the common denominators. This has happened 
in a context where lack of media reforms has prevented other political parties from effectively engaging with 
the electorate using the electronic media. This has also happened in a situation where the election 
management body has been casual in fulfilling some of the electoral reforms. These include continuous and 
adequate provision of voter education in all languages stated in the constitution and timely provision of the 
voters' roll among others. It is under these circumstances where the ―freenessǁ and ―fairnessǁ of 2018 
Harmonized Elections were heavily compromised. 
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1.  CATHOLIC COMMISSION FOR JUSTICE AND PEACE IN ZIMBABWE 

 1.1  About CCJPZ 
  CCJPZ (or the Commission) was formed in 1972 to address issues of justice and peace particularly in 

relation to the Zimbabwe liberation war. The Commission was viewed by the Rhodesia authorities as 
‗anti-Government', especially after documenting and publishing the atrocities perpetrated on ordinary 
citizens by the Rhodesian army in Civil War in Rhodesia: The Man in the Middle, published and 
distributed in the United Kingdom by the Catholic Institute of International Relations, now Progressio. 
Some of the most active Commission members, such as then chairman, Donald Lamont, Bishop of Umtali 
(Mutare) were deported or restricted. 

  After independence in 1980, CCJPZ moved closer to people. Using the Catholic Church as an entry point, 
it established Diocesan Commissions that have created community based structures useful for monitoring 
justice and peace situation in the country as well as disseminating justice and peace messages. CCJPZ 
recognizes building relationships, based on respectful dialogue can be a fruitful strategy in terms of 
influencing policy. As a result, CCJPZ has been influential in providing civic educations on justice and 
peace at the local and national levels and has produced influential documents that have been used for 
relevant advocacy and liaisons. It co-published, with the Legal Resources Foundation, Breaking the 
Silence: Building True Peace where CCJPZ found itself viewed as anti-government', this time by the new 
Zimbabwe government. But the publication informed 1987 Peace Accord. 

  Other publications include Crises of Governance (2000) and Graveyard Governance (2008) that 
encouraged Zimbabwe's main political parties to unite by negotiating and signing a Global Political 
Agreement in 2008, which paved way for peace and economic stability. The Catholic Observer: Election 
Observation Report for 2013 Harmonized Elections in Zimbabwe provides some electoral 
recommendations based on CCJPZ observations of 2013 Harmonized Elections. Further electoral 
recommendations are made in a by-election observation report entitled Continuous Voter Registration 
and Voter Education: Valuable Keys to Credible Elections in Zimbabwe - CCJPZ Reflections on Lessons 
Learnt from Observing Zimbabwe‟s 19 By-Elections [held after 2013 Harmonized Elections]. 

 1.2.  Social Teachings of the Church 
  Underlying the work of CCJPZ is the Social Teaching of the Church (STC), which influences its civic 

education and learning experiences on peace building, conflict management, conflict resolution, human 
rights, research, advocacy and lobbying. The STC sheds the light of the gospel on issues that affect our 
lives in society and offers the Church's wisdom, insight and experience in dealing with them. They contain 
these principles: 

  •  The Dignity of the Human Person: Every human being is created in the image of God (Gen. 1:26-27) 
and redeemed by Jesus, and therefore is valuable and worthy of respect. 

  •  Respect for Human Life: Human life is sacred because it was created by God. Human life at every 
stage of development and decline is precious and worthy of protection and respect. 

  •  Participation: As their right and duty as citizens, the STC encourages people to participate in all 
activities that promote the common good especially the poor and the marginalised. 

  •  Association: People achieve their potential by working with others in families and other civic bodies 
that foster growth, protect dignity and promote the common good. 

  •  Subsidiarity: It is a grave disorder for a higher body in the state, such as the government, to arrogate to 
itself powers that can be effectively exercised by lesser bodies such as local authorities, village or ward 
development committees, voluntary associations, civil society, families and individuals. 

  •  Promotion of Common Good: The common good is the total of all living conditions – social, political, 
economic, cultural, technological and environmental – that make it possible for all people to fully 
achieve their potential for growth. The absence of sensitivity to the common good is a sure sign of 
decay in a society. 

  •  Universal Enjoyment of the Earth's Goods: The goods of this earth are for the benefit of everyone and 
should be shared justly and equitably. 

  •  Option for the Poor: The poor and marginalised are often left out in the distribution of a nation's 
wealth. The Hebrew prophets railed against this injustice. Isaiah warned the people of his time (58:5-7) 
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―to share your bread with the hungryǁ and Jesus took up the message announcing ―good news to the 
poor… and the year of God's favourǁ (Luke 4: 16-19). 

  •  Solidarity: To be in solidarity with others is to be moved by their suffering. The STC teaches us that we 
are brothers and sisters of each other and should love one another. ‗The joys and hopes, the griefs and 
anxieties of the people of our time, especially of those who are poor or afflicted in any way, are the joys 
and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ. Nothing that is genuinely human fails to 
find an echo in their hearts' (Vatican II, Gaudium et Spes, #1, 7 Dec. 1965). 

  •  Stewardship of Creation: God created the earth for us all and instructed us to be its stewards. A steward 
is a manager, not an owner. The STC calls us to respect, conserve and share the resources of the earth as 
part of God's creation. 

 1.3  Zimbabwe Catholic Dioceses and Districts 
  CCJPZ has its presence in all provinces also known as (Arch) Dioceses in the Catholic language as 

illustrated in Table 1 below: 

 (Arch) Diocese  Districts covered 

 Archdiocese of  Bulilima, Mangwe, Nyamandlovu, Tsholotsho, Bubi, part of Lupane and Ngayi with 
 Bulawayo  Shangaani River as boundary, Insiza, Matobo, Umzingwane, Beitbridge and Gwanda West 

of Umzingwane River. 

 Archdiocese of   Mazowe, Bindura, Shamva, Murewa, Rushinga, Mudzi, Mutoko, Kadoma, Chegutu, 
 Harare  Harare, Goromonzi, Seke, Marondera, Chivhu, Wedza, Buhera, Sanyati, Macheke, 

Mhondoro and Mvurwi. 

 Diocese of   Makonde, Hurungwe, Kariba (East of Sanyati River), Guruve, Centenary, Mount Darwin
 Chinhoyi  and Rushinga (North of Mazowe River). 

 Diocese of   Gokwe North and Gokwe South, the area of Omay between the Sengwa and Sanyati Rivers 
 Gokwe  in Kariba District, and the area of Nkayi District north of the Shangani River. It is bounded 

on the North by the Kariba Lake, on the east by Kariba and Kadoma Districts, on the south by 
Kwekwe and Nkayi Districts and on the west by Lupane and Binga Districts. 

 Diocese of   Gweru, Kwekwe, Shurugwi, Chirumhanzu, Zvishavane, Zhombe and Mberengwa 
 Gweru 

 Diocese of   Hwange, Binga and the part of Lupane north of Shabula River. It is bounded on the North by 
 Hwange  Zambezi River, on the west by Botswana, on the east by the civil districts of Omay, Gokwe, 

Lupane and on the south by Nyamandlovu. 

 Duocese of   Beitbridge, Chiredzi, Chivi, Gutu, Bikita, Masvingo, Mwenezi and Zaka 
 Masvingo 

 Diocese of   Mutare North, Mutare South, Mutasa, Makoni, Marange, Chimanimani, Chipinge and
 Mutare  Nyanga.

5
Table 1: Zimbabwe Catholic Dioceses and Districts  

5
 See Catholic Directory 2012-2015  
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2.  WHAT DO ELECTIONS MEAN TO ORDINARY CITIZENS? RESPONSES ADAPTED FROM 
CCJPZ ELECTION INTEGRITY SURVEY 

 2.1.  Introduction 
  Prior to 2018 Harmonized Elections, CCJPZ conducted an Election Integrity Survey that covered 627 

(132 youths; 234 men and 261 women) respondents from the eight Catholic Dioceses of Zimbabwe as 
shown in the diagram below: 

  Diagram 1: Age ranges of BVR respondents 

 2.2  Purpose of the Survey 
  The purpose of the survey was to deepen the Church's understanding of citizens' feelings towards 

elections. The survey was also intended to provide CCJPZ with a framework for possible Church 
interventions and responses in assisting Zimbabwean men and women to independently and effectively 
participate in democratic processes. Data was collected using a combination of focused group 
discussions, interviews and listening surveys. 

 2.3  Guiding Questions 
  The following questions guided the survey:
  ●   What is the meaning or relevance of elections to citizens in contemporary Zimbabwe? 
  ● How do citizens feel when they hear about elections? 
  ● What meaning do elections have in people's lives? 
  ● Why do some people vote and others don't? 
  ● Why are the youth not participating in numbers? 
  ● What (else) should be done for citizens to effectively participate in electoral processes? 
  ● What kind of an election do people want or expect? 
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 2.4. Responses Made 
  ● 90% of the respondents, especially from urban areas were affirmative of elections as an indispensable 

democratic process. They said that elections bring hope of ―new thingsǁ. They however cautioned that 
they are usually drawn into voter apathy when elections and their outcomes fail to bring any changes or 
improve their lives: ― sometimes it would seem as if we are electing candidates to give them 
opportunities to amass (state) wealth for themselves and their familiesǁ. 

  ●  For more than 95% of respondents, especially those from peri-urban and rural areas, elections means: 
   w  Fear, violence, coercion and intimidation, especially by traditional leaders and political activists; 

burning of houses and killing of political opponents: ―the word election reminds us of 2008 
violence - elections are events where we should just vote correctly', do away with them and continue 
with our lives. 

   w Opportunities for hand-outs, free food, free beer and free clothes (political party regalia) 
   w Internal displacements, especially if there is Presidential run-off. Election means possibilities of 

deserting our homes and being internal refugees. They mean sharing space with cattle, chickens or 
wild animals in the mountains after internally displaced for voting for the candidates of our choice.

   w Opportunities to be ― employed as election observers and political party agents: ―it is a once in 
five year's opportunity for the unemployed to get some immediate disposable income.

 2.5. Some Inferences - What does this mean? 
  ● The failure of elected leaders to be responsive enough to the needs and expectation of voters could 

make elections irrelevant to the society and therefore create voter apathy. It emerged from the survey 
that the voters do not have adequate skills or strategies to demand better governance and 
responsiveness from those they would have elected. As a result, elected leaders would ―betray voters, 
forcing them to withdraw or exit from effective participation. Platforms for engagement and dialogue 
between voters and elected leaders are therefore critical.

  ●  Elections and violence, at least in the Zimbabwean context, are closely linked. The result has been 
passive voting. It emerged from the survey that fearful voters would just vote to ―get ridǁ of the 
electoral process. Such a context would not make any election free and fair! The challenge is to assist 
communities overcome fear and to regain confidence in electoral processes. 

  ● Elections have been commercialized. They have also been seen as opportunities to get some 
―employment, food, drinks and regalia. Due to lack of responsiveness from elected leaders as 
mentioned above, voters see elections, especially the campaign period, as the only opportunity they 
have to benefit from prospective candidates. After being elected, some would go away and stay in the 
urban areas and come back to the communities that voted for them after almost five years to seek re-
election.

  ● The survey identified the following general lingo of what the voters say to prospective candidates when 
they visit their communities to seek political support: ―before we listen to you, we want to ‗eat you' 
(give us something to eat); ‗smoke you' (give us cigarettes to smoke); ‗drink you' (buy us alcohol, beer 
and soft drinks) and ‗wear you' (give us T-shirts or something to wear as your regalia). It is therefore 
critical to restore the dignity of elections so that they could be viewed in the context of the purpose they 
are supposed to serve. 

3.  THE POSITIVES OF 2018 HARMONIZED ELECTIONS - BUDDING INGREDIENTS FOR 
FUTURE FREE AND FAIR ELECTIONS 

 3.1. Introduction 
  Zimbabwe's journey to 2018 Harmonized Elections was characterized by relative improvements in the 

electoral environment and administrative processes. 
 3.2  The Operating Environment 
  3.2.1.  Relative Peace 
         There were minimum levels of physical violence before 2018 Harmonized Elections. Whilst there 

was intimidation especially by some traditional leaders that promised a repeat of 2008 violence if 
Zimbabwe African National Union- Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) loses 2018 Harmonised elections, 
it was not as blatant as before. There was a general agreement, especially by political parties, that 
Zimbabwe history of election violence should be stopped. Twenty three presidential candidates for 
2018 Harmonized elections expressed their commitment to avoid violence in the election period 
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by signing a Peace Pledge coordinated by the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission 
(NPRC) on 26th of June 2018. Although the Peace Pledge and its conveners did not have any 
compliance or enforcing mechanism, it fused the conscience of all contesting political parties with 
the dialect of peace, tolerance and ―no to violence mentality.

    In a country whose elections have always been characterised by violence, the Peace Pledge was 
historic in making political parties commit and converge to positive peace in the election period. 
Promises made by the Peace Pledge signatories were therefore exciting and noteworthy. 

    The ZANU PF, and as the party in leadership ―pledged government's commitment to do all to 
ensure elections are peaceful and devoid of victimisation, harassment and intimidation and allow 
our citizens to vote for a political party of their choice. You are free to do whatever political activity 
you want to do without fear of victimisation. The People Rainbow Coalition (PRC), ―… 
expresses our belief in peace, in fair play, in fair campaigning and in respect for the rights of 
votersǁ. For the Republican Party of Zimbabwe (RPZ), ―any political leaders who presides over 
an organization which encourages violent behaviour risks rejection by the generality of the 
electorate and as RPZ, we are here to show our support for peaceǁ. The National Patriotic front 
(NPF), ―… believe in peace … unity and… subscribe to everything that has been read out in the 
peace pledgeǁ. For the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), the Peace Pledge could not have 
come at the right time because ―for a long time our politics was enmeshed in toxic issues of hate, 
intimidation, violence, corruption and subterfuge. We hope this signing ceremony brings a new era 

and a new politics to our country
6 .

  
3.2.2.  Minimum Use of Oppressive Legislation 

    There was a minimum use of oppressive legislation such as Access to Information and Protection 
of Privacy Act (AIPPA) and Public Order and Security Act (POSA). Political parties were allowed 
to mobilise voters and communicate with them in all the country's ten provinces. But it remains 
though that AIPPA and POSA undermine freedom of association and access to information. In 
their 2007 Pastoral Letter: God Hears the Cry of the Oppressed Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops' 
Conference notes some of the inhibiting legislations like POSA and AIPPA have their roots in 
colonial society: 

     …some of the unjust and oppressive security laws of the Rhodesian State have been repealed; in 
fact, they have been reinforced by even more repressive legislation, the Public Order and Security 
Act and the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act, in particular. It almost appears as 
though someone sat down with the Declaration of Human Rights and deliberately scrubbed out 

7
each in turn.  

    But why were such laws enacted? 

     Because soon after Independence, the power and wealth of the tiny white Rhodesian elite was 
appropriated by an equally exclusive black elite, some of whom have governed the country for the 
past 27 years through political patronage. Black Zimbabweans today fight for the same basic rights 
they fought for during the liberation struggle. It is the same conflict between those who possess 
power and wealth in abundance, and those who do not; between those who are determined to 
maintain their privileges of power and wealth at any cost, even at the cost of bloodshed, and those 
who demand their democratic rights and a share in the fruits of independence; between those who 
continue to benefit from the present system of inequality and injustice, because it favours them and 
enables them to maintain an exceptionally high standard of living, and those who go to bed hungry 
at night and wake up in the morning to another day without work and without income; between 
those who only know the language of violence and intimidation, and those who feel they have 
nothing more to lose because their Constitutional rights have been abrogated and their votes rigged. 

6
 Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace Situation Report – May – June 2018. Also see VOA Zimbabwe on https://www.voanews.com/a/zimbabwe-s-political-parties-sign-

peace-pledge-for-july-polls/4455451.html accessed 8 August 2018; Daily News on https://www.dailynews.co.zw/articles/2018/06/30/four-more-sign-peace-pledge Accessed 8 August 
2018  
7
 God Hears the Cry of the Oppressed: Pastoral Letter by the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops' Conference on the Current Crisis of our Country: Holy Thursday, 5 April 2007 quoted in 

CCJPZ (2013): Catholic Observer: CCJPZ Election Observation Report for 2013 Harmonized Elections' Report, CCJPZ Harare. Pages 10-11  
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Many people in Zimbabwe are angry, and their anger is now erupting into open revolt in one 
8

township after another.  

    Whilst there was a relative relaxation of community access and gathering ahead of 2018 
Harmonized Elections, AIPPA and POSA remains unconstitutionally inhibitive and therefore 
against Sections 58, 61 and 62 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) Act 2013.

  3.2.3.  Opening to International Observers 
    The government showed its commitment to a transparent and credible 2018 Harmonized Elections 

by inviting international election observers. It justified the invitations on the ―desire to have 
transparency in the election process and perhaps the country's pride to show ―...democracy in 

9
action."  There were positive responses from both regional and international observers. These 
included the Commonwealth and the European Union invited after a period of sixteen years. The 
international observers were allowed into the country for a longer period and completed their 
observation missions without confrontations with the government. In 2002, for example, the head 
of the European Union observer mission, Pierre Schori, ―was thrown out of Zimbabwe on the eve 

10
of presidential elections.  In the intervening years, the EU did not send missions to other 
Zimbabwe polls. The presence of international election observers in Zimbabwe's 2018 
Harmonized Elections was important in determining the integrity of the election. 

 3.3  Administrative Improvements by ZEC 
11

  3.3.1.  ZEC Assumption of Voter Registration; BVR  Process and Voter Education 
    The period saw ZEC assuming its full constitutional responsibility of voter registration and 

compiling voters' rolls and registers as mandated by Section 239 (c) and (d) of the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013. The initial arrangement where the Registrar General 
registered voters and compiled the voters roll was masked with bureaucratic and accountability 
challenges. ZEC's adoption of BVR regenerated some trust on the integrity and credibility of 
Zimbabwe's electoral process and helped in reducing mistrust and irregularities. The BVR blitz 
that started on 10 October 2017 and extended for an additional month after 10 January 2018 to 
―mop up made a fair outreach to all parts of the country. ZEC's deliberate collaboration with 
organizations that have a mass mobilization authority such as Churches was commendable. It was 
an effective strategy by ZEC, for example, to negotiate space in Church masses to provide the 
much needed voter awareness education to congregants. Publicity campaigns made by ZEC using 
fliers and pamphlets, public radio and television programs and door to door voter education 
activities were critical and valuable. 

  3.3.2.  ZEC Dialogue and Engagements with Stakeholders – Multi-liaison Committees' Meetings 
    There was some commitment by ZEC to discuss and engage on electoral issues with both FBOs 

and CSOs. The Political Parties, FBOs and CSOs Forum Dialogues or Multi-party Liaison 
Committee Meetings convened by ZEC provided opportunities for feedback, updates and 
deliberations on electoral reforms. There were instances where ZEC was responsive to the 
stakeholder complains. During one of the last Multi-party Liaison meeting convened by ZEC on 
24 July 2018, for example, ZEC accepted to keep voting booths as they had been placed 
traditionally facing the wall. This decision was made against an earlier unilateral change by ZEC 
where voting booths had to face polling officer. ZEC's responsiveness was a positive attempt to 
fulfil Section 239 (k) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 where ZEC is 
challenged ―to receive and consider complains from the public and to take such action in regard to 

12 
the complains as it considers appropriate.

8
 God Hears the Cry of the Oppressed: Pastoral Letter by the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops' Conference on the Current Crisis of our Country: Holy Thursday, 5 April 2007 

9
 Zimbabwe Minister of Foreign Affairs during the signing of Election Observers Memorandum of Understanding with the European Union in May 2018. Also see ―EU to observe 

zimbabwe Polls for the First Time in 16 years on https://www.news24.com/Africa/Zimbabwe/eu-to-observe-zimbabwe-polls-for-first-time-in-16-years-20180528 Accessed on 8 August 
2018  
10

 See ―Zimbabwe Expels EU Chief Observerǁ in The Telegraph on https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/zimbabwe/1385165/Zimbabwe-expels-EU-
chief-observer.html Accessed 8 August 2018 
11

 A voter registration process that, in addition to the personal details of the voter, captures voters' fingerprints, iris and facial recognition. 
12 See Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013  
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    ZEC also convened workshops and meetings with stakeholder do discuss on-going electoral 
processes. Between 28 and 29 November 2017, for example, ZEC organized a Voter Education 
Workshop for CSOs at Mazvikadei Resort to ―get feedbackǁ on voter education; ―explore 
challengesǁ of voter education for BVR and ―ways to mitigateǁ them, among others. Similar 
workshops had earlier been organised in, for example, Troutbeck - Nyanga (20-22 May 2017). 
Some of the engagements or discussions may not have been very fruitful or yielded expected 
results. However, ZEC's willingness to discuss with and listen to stakeholders in line with its 
constitutional obligations was the first of its kind in the electoral history of Zimbabwe. 

  3.3.3. Nomination Court 
    The Nomination Court that sat on 14 June 2018 was patient and considerate. Candidates were 

given chances to go and correct anomalies on their submissions to minimize disqualification. ZEC 
nomination requirements published in May 2018, in the words of one candidate, ―looked simple, 
but not easy to interpret. The Nomination Court requirements needed a nomination ―education 
just like the way voter education is provided since some of us (candidates) spend a lot of time 

13
moving up and down nomination centres as we tried to put together required documentation.  The 
nomination process was rather slow, taking between twenty to forty minutes to make a submission. 

 3.4. Voters' Roll Inspection 
  The voters' roll inspection that commenced from 19 to 29 May 2018 provided voters with several 

alternatives to check their details. Voters could physically visit their polling centres. Voters also had an 
online alternative where they could check their details on ZEC website and use short codes to identify any 
mistakes. ZEC was also innovative in utilizing the short message service (SMS) facility which reached the 

14
cell phones of more than three million voters.  The use of the social and digital media in the voters' roll 
inspection was very convenient. It decongested inspection centres. As a result, only 694 030 voters 
physically inspected the voters' roll as at May 24, 2018 whilst the rest used different media platforms. 
Such innovation should be taken into the future and improved - if necessary - to make it easier and 
expedient for voters. 

 3.5. Conclusion
  There is a lot of potential to improve the electoral environment and smooth running of elections in 

Zimbabwe. The nation should build and improve on these positives to broaden the road to future free and 
fair elections. 

4.  THE CONTEXT OF 2018 HARMONIZED ELECTIONS: WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN DONE 
BETTER? 

 4.1. To be the Doers of the Law (Romans 2:13) - Paying Equal Attention to all the Flock the Holy Spirit 
has made you to Oversee (Acts 20:28) 

  The 2018 Harmonized Election could have been better if there was more commitment to follow 
Zimbabwe's constitution and other statutory frameworks. CCJPZ structures raised serious concerns over 
lack of adherence particularly to the Traditional Leaders Act and Chapter 15 of the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe (No.20) Act 2013. Traditional leadership is the immediate form of government in Zimbabwe's 
rural areas where more than 68% of the population lives. Chapter 15 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe (No. 
20) Act 2013 recognises the role of traditional leaders in rural governance. It proclaims ―Principles to be 

15
observed by traditional leadersǁ in Section 281  where; 

  Traditional leaders must – 
  a)  Act in accordance with this Constitution and the laws of Zimbabwe; 
  b)  Observe the customs pertaining to traditional leadership and exercise their functions for the purposes 

for which the institution and traditional leadership is recognised by this constitution; and 

13
 Interview with an election candidate, Gweru, 14 June 2018 

14
 See ―The Herald", 29 May 2018  

15
 See Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) Act 2013  
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  c)  Treat all persons within their areas equally and fairly. 

  Traditional leaders must not – 
  a)  be members of any political party or in any way participate in partisan politics; 
  b)  act in a partisan manner; 
  c)  Further the interest of any political party or cause; or 
  d)  violate the fundamental rights and freedoms of any person 

  Colonial and postcolonial governments have continuously redefined the significance of traditional 
16

leadership institution in the political system.  Largely, it has been used to protect narrow political interests 
17 

at the expense of the generality of society, especially in rural areas. There are several occasions in the pre-
election period where the letter and spirit of Traditional Leaders Act and Section 281 of the Constitution of 
Zimbabwe (No. 20) Act 2013 were undermined at the expense of human dignity, human life and freedom 
of participation - some of the STCs the Church preaches. The following are some of the recorded cases. 

  4.1.1 Living in Harmony with each Other (Rom. 12:16): Recognizing Diversity, Inclusion and 
Cohesion as Positive Values 

    Since the end of 2013 Harmonized Elections, the practical responsibilities of traditional leaders 
have continued to be modelled by political bureaucrats to tow a partisan line. The following cases 
recorded through CCJPZ long term observation process show how the traditional leadership 
institution has been reduced to pursue narrow partisan interests against the dictates of Traditional 
Leaders Act Chapter 29:17 and Section 281 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) 
Act 2013. 

  Case 1 

    On 12 April 2015, Mr. Chombo, then ZANU PF Secretary for Administration, and Minister of 
Local Government, Public Works and National Housing - the Ministry that also supervised 
traditional leaders - threatened voters through village heads in Hurungwe West that action would 
be taken if ZANU PF loses the next by-elections, especially to the independent candidate, Mr. 
Temba Mliswa whom he described as ―a reckless cabal of the Mujuru factionǁ. Party leaders at the 
meeting warned village heads not to lead people astray because ZANU PF would be watching 
them and that ―each of them had been assigned assistants to monitor and observe the things that 
you do in support of Temba Mliswaǁ: 

    Mr Chombo asked; "Mangani masabhuku aripano? (vanhu ndokuti 43). Ndichakupai ma 
assistants 43 vanokubatsirai basa, vanokuchengetedzai kuti musarohwe naTemba, vanomeka 
shuwa kuti maphone enyu haapinzwe message dzakaipa naTemba…. Mai muri sabhuku? (vakati 
hongu) Imi ndokupai three. Ma assistants enyu anoita basa kusvika musi watovhota. Kana vhoti 
yapera, maasssistants navasiri maassistants enyu vanodzokera kubasa ravo rimwe. Kana 
vakaramba vari pano vanozokunetsai voda kukutongai", said Mr Chombo (Loose translation: 
How many village heads are here? 43? Yes, I will give you 43 assistants who will help you do the 
job, who will protect you against Temba, who will make sure that your cell phones do not accept 
dirty messages from Temba. I will give female village heads three assistants. The assistants will do 
the work until we finish the election. After the election, the assistants will return to their usual jobs. 
If they remain here, they could take your power). 

    Meanwhile, Headmen Kapembere and Mangisi, who were accused of being affiliated to Mr. 
Temba Mliswa, were publicly assaulted by ZANU PF youths in the presence of police officials at a 
political rally. The two village heads did not report the incident to the police for fear of 
victimization. The two headmen were later abducted, beaten, severely tortured and were released 
after three days. 

16 
See T. Chigwata, ―The Role of Traditional Leaders in Zimbabwe: Are they Still Relevant?ǁ in Law and Democracy, Vol. 20 (2016) at 

http://www.ldd.org.za/images/stories/Ready_for_publication/traditionaleadersinZim.pdf accessed on 13 September 2018 
17 Ibid.  
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    One villager had this to say: "kana vatungamiri vedu vava kutyiswa kudai navakuru vemusangano 
saVaChombo ko isuwo vanhuwo zvedu tisina chimiro tingasara pakadai." (If our own traditional 
leaders are being threatened (and humiliated in public) with unspecified action by party's leaders 
such as Mr. Chombo, what does it leave to ordinary villagers like us?). Another villager from 
Chiroto said, "Hatitombofamba kana kune musangano nekuti ukawanikwa uchifamba vamwe vari 
kumusangano unozonzi uri kuenda kunotengesa kuna Mliswa" [We are no longer travelling when 
there are ZANU PF meetings because if you visit whilst others are attending ZANU PF meetings, 
you will be accused of having visited Mr. Mliswa to sell out the party]. 

Case 2 

    In Mutare North, one war veteran Mr Kufakunesu sent a group of youth on the 6th of May 2014 to 
surround the home of headman Tafirenyika Chipfatsura of Chipfatsura village. The youth were 
chanting slogans and singing revolutionary songs such as "iwe mutengesi tengesa uone mashura" 
(loosely translated to mean sell outs will be dealt with). The headman refused to come out of his 
house during the night and the group disappeared in the morning. 

Case 3 

    Addressing a rally in Chirumanzu-Zibagwe in February 2015, then Vice President told a political 
rally that ―this time, no one would be beaten, but if ZANU PF loses, you know what we would do. 
―Everyone will vote at their polling station and we know who will vote at which polling station… 
those who choose to vote for those who are not known and have no history we will build a fence to 
shut them out… and headmen should lead their folks to the polling station while party chairman 
and councillors at that level follow behind and watch that all their people vote.

Case 4 

    Between 15 April and 1 June 2015, traditional leaders from Sengwe, Chiroti, Madiro, Kachekache, 
Zvimonja, Madudzo, Magororo and Zvipani (Mashonaland Central) were forced to attend 
political rallies where they were asked to chant partisan slogans and encourage their villagers in 
attendance to vote for ZANU PF. Some village heads were instructed to tell villagers they would 
lose their land if they vote for political parties of their choice. Village heads accused of supporting 
an independent candidate - such as one from Ward 17 - were dethroned and replaced by those felt 
would coerce villagers to vote in a certain way. Finally voters suspected to be supporters of an 
independent candidate were instructed to pretend to be illiterate and advised to ask for assistance 
from known political activists of the same political party when they vote on June 10, 2015. 

Case 5 
    I was a secretary to the one village head in Chivi North Ward 8. I was given a task to register voter 

registration slips of all 2018 Harmonized Election registered voters in the village. The purpose was 
to intimidate voters that ―if you vote, we can compare your slip with ballot to identify the 
candidate whom you would have voted.ǁ We were told that this was a directive, an instruction from 
the ―aboveǁ that had to be obeyed. After registering about fifteen voter registration slips, my 
conscience told me that what I was doing was wrong. I resigned though the fear of ballot detection 
against serial numbers had been spread in many villages within our ward… 

  The by-elections held between 2013 and 2018 Harmonized Elections were used by political bureaucrats 
as leverages to emphasize traditional leaders' partisan roles. The day to day operations of traditional 
leaders in the communities increasingly adopted a partisan, divisive, isolative and marginalizing 
approach. Political opponents, who are subjects of same traditional leaders with alternative political 
views - began to endure a life of deprivation, threats and intimidation in their day to day interactions with 
traditional leaders. This gradually undermined their confidence and freedom of expression. 
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  4.1.2  Universal Access to the Common Good – De-politicization of Agriculture Inputs and food, a 
Fundamental Basic Right 

    ● "Dhongi rinomwa padhongi - mombe inomwa pamombe" 
18 

    ● "A foal feeds on a jennet - and a calf on a cow"

    
Food is critical for survival. It is a basic right. If somebody is denied humanitarian aid or food in 
Zimbabwe, it would mean a violation of two fundamental constitutional rights: right to life under 
Section 48 and right to food under Section 77 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe of Zimbabwe 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013. The processes of food distribution illustrated in this report are an 
epitome of the erosion of the gift of love in communities bestowed in us by God who loved us first 
and created us in his own image (Gen 1:27). In extreme cases, the justification of the denial of food 
aid on the basis of political affiliation, for example, shows the extent to which the sense of respect 
for human dignity, human life and participation has been lost. What it entails is, as put by one 
participant, ―unless if you support the political party that I like, unless if you become like me, you 
better die [of hunger].ǁ A hatred for diversity doesn't reflect love for the one who created it. 
Differences should be celebrated because of their beauty, usefulness and because they are the work 
of our Father in Heaven. The following are some cases where political opponents were denied food 
or humanitarian aid ahead of Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections: 

Case 6 

    On the 29th of November 2016, there was partisanship in the distribution process in Zhombe at 
Mashambanzou Shopping Center in Gweru diocese. The maize seed came from the Social Welfare 
Department and the President's office and the food was distributed by the ZANU PF Chairperson, 
Mr Majoko. The seed was distributed to ZANU PF supporters only as publicly announced by the 
ZANU PF district chairperson: "kana uchiziva hako kuti hausi we ZANU PF don't waste your time 
muchiuya pano hatisikukupai" (if you know you are not a ZANU PF supporter don't waste your 
time coming to this meeting we are not going to give you anything). According to testimonials by 
witnesses, this occurred around 12pm. One needy household head asked "...ko yarasika haidzorwe 
here mudanga...?" meaning that the lost ―sheepǁ should be granted opportunity to join ZANU PF 
once again in order to benefit from humanitarian aid. 

Case 7 

    ―Food was distributed on political affiliations here in Nyanga Deanery between September and 
November 2016. The food beneficiary lists were compiled by traditional leaders and submitted to 
the Department of Social Welfare. Most food-for-work beneficiaries in Nyanga are card holders of 
the ruling party. Similarly, in other deaneries such as Mutasa, food aid has also been politicised by 
the ruling party. Vulnerable families and households who are well known opposition party activists 
are being denied food aid. In Mutasa deanery, for example, some families are now switching 
political parties for the convenience of receiving food relief. Four families (one under the Triashill 
Mission and three at Mutasa District Council) are now receiving food aid after switching political 
parties and liaising with the headmen. Those being denied continue to cry thus: 

    ●  A 26 years old male from Mutasa (Mutare Diocese) expressed: "Imhosva here kusava necard 
remusangano, vana vangu vofa nenzara nekuti ndirikubato reMDC here?" (Is it now a crime 
not to possess ZANU PF political membership card. Should my children starve because I 
belong to MDC?) 

    ●  A 61 years old female from Nyatati, Nyanga (Mutare Diocese) said that: ―Sabhuku haasi 
kutinyorawo pamalist ekuhora chikafu asi tisu vanhu vanotoshaya vacho muno, 
vanongonyorana vehukama navekubato kwavo", (The village head is not putting us on 
beneficiary's list, but we are the poor and the vulnerable, they are only considering their 
relatives and those who belong to their political party) 

18 Food or humanitarian deprivation lingo used in some communities - it means people should get food or humanitarian aid from political parties they support  
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    ●  A 43 years old male, from Marange, (Mutare Diocese) insisted that: "Makurukota aana 
Sabhuku vakatiti kana muchida chikafu munoziva zvekuita, varikuda kuti tichinje mabato" 
(The Council of Village Heads told us that if you want food, you know what to do; they want us 
to change our political affiliations). 

Case 8 

    On 29 July 2018, food was distributed on partisan grounds by Mr. Mauto, a political party leader, at 
Befura Hall, Ward 3, Chivi North. This was one of several food and agriculture input ―donationǁ 
to the communities that were carried almost every week between the proclamation day and a day 
before the 30 July 2018 Harmonized Elections. All the ZANU PF supporters who were regarded as 
the ―legitimateǁ beneficiaries of the free maize were identifiable by their political party regalia. 
They climbed on top of bags of maize and said: ―all those who belong to MDC will not be given 
anything here, unless if they are left oversǁ. Since it was a day before election, a big fire was lit and 
tents were mounted for all those who had received maize to sleep over in order to cast their ballots 
the next day before going back to their homes. Political party opponents, especially those known to 
support MDC, have also been left out in the selection process for local, menial jobs such as clearing 
power lines or making fire guards. In this ward, women, especially widows, have been vulnerable 
because they feel for their children. They have been unwillingly conscripted into political 
campaign teams to sing and dance for male political candidates at rallies. One widow warned 
political opponent supporters: ―kindly tell your MDC candidate for Councillor to withdraw 
because if he wins, we will not be able to get free maize, agriculture inputs and cash vouchers. 

Case 9 

    I am a 74 years old man who was part of a group that formed ZAPU. I reside here in Silobela Ward 21. 
One Sunday before the elections, my village head requested for the names of all vulnerable and senior 
citizens like me to submit their names to benefit from maize donated by the Social Welfare. We were 
also asked to contribute $2 each for the ―administration costsǁ of the maize. As a senior citizen, I 
submitted my name. After a day, I got information from my village head that my name was not in ZANU 
PF register and therefore did not deserve to benefit. I questioned the village head who instructed me to 
contact the District Administrator (DA). I went to the DA's office where he told me to go to the Social 
Welfare office. I went to the Social Welfare office where I was told food is a right and therefore nobody 
was supposed to be left out. They advised me to go to the Member of Parliament (MP). I went to the MP 
who told me that he could not do anything because ―ndingatsva zvigumweǁ meaning ―I will be in 
trouble with the party if I reverse this decisionǁ. Agriculture inputs came. Some were given, many 
others, including me, were denied because of our political affiliations. Some have already been given 
twice. My tears always come out when I imagine my poverty as a senior citizen and how they have 
continued to deny me the basic right to food because I am ZAPU. They just want me - and all the other 
political opponents - to die of hunger just because we have different political ideas! 

  Generally, Zimbabwean politics has been characterised by the inability to embrace and respect political 
diversity which manifests through the trading of insults, violence with impunity, lawlessness and hate 
speech within and between political parties. Some political parties have slogans that wish their opponents 
dead: ―hechoko, mudenga pasi bgwa - throw the political opponent in the sky and let them fall, crush and 
smash with a bangǁ; ―pasi na…ǁ - down with (political opponent). Such slogans are against right to 
human dignity and human life, key Social Teachings of the Church principles which are also guaranteed 
in Sections 48 and section 51 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013. Political 
opponents and those with alternative opinions deserve to live and should, in any circumstance, continue to 
be seen in the image of God who loved us first and created us in his image (Gen. 1:27). 

  4.1.3  Peace and Reconciliation – Avoiding Reliving Fear Accrued from Previous Electoral Violence 
    Even today we raise our hand against our brother... We have perfected our weapons, our 

conscience has fallen asleep, and we have sharpened our ideas to justify ourselves as if it were 
19 

normal we continue to sow destruction, pain, death. Violence and war lead only to death.

19
 Words of Holy Father Pope Francis during a Vigil of Prayer for Peace. Saint Peter's Square: Saturday, 7 September 2013  
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    Elections in Zimbabwe present a dark moment as threats of violence linger in the air, intimidation, 
killings and disappearances of people. Without a comprehensive national peace and reconciliation 
process electoral fear in particular and freedom of expression in general will remain real amongst 
many Zimbabweans. The disappearance of Mr. Itai Dzamara on March 9, 2015, for example, 
reminded many that there could be fatal risks associated with freedom of expression. According to 
the Human Rights Watch20, state security agents had repeatedly threatened Mr. Dzamara, prior to 
his abduction, to stop leading protests against the deteriorating political and economic 
environment – including petitioning the President to resign to allow for electoral reforms and fresh 
elections. The impression created by the threats and intimidations ahead of 2018 Harmonized 
Elections was that whenever somebody tries to independently and freely assert their rights – as Mr. 
Dzamara did or as many did prior to previous elections – they may be made to disappear, tortured or 
even killed. Mr. Dzamara's disappearance could be seen in a broader context of sustaining fear as a 
strategy of restraining freedom of expression, participation, association and democracy against the 
values and aims of Zimbabwe's constitution. The following are some of the cases recorded through 
CCJPZ long term observation initiative: 

Case 10 

    Nyasha Marange son of Chief Marange intimidated MDC Alliance supporters in Ward 10, 
Mukungatu Village in the Diocese of Mutare on 16 July 2018. Nyasha Marange was the chief 
campaigner for Percy Muchimwe, a House of Assembly candidate and used hate speech to 
intimidate the electorate towards the elections. He said if they don't vote for Percy Muchimwe and 
ZANU PF Presidential candidate they will repeat what was done in 2008. Here are the words she 
said in vernacular, ―Vanenge vashaisha kuvhota tichakugurai maoko kuita short sleeve, imimi 
vakadzi muchaita shirikadzi varume venyu vasingacharari mudzimba " Those who would make 
their independent political choices, we will cut their hands in the elbows... and for you women, 
most of you will become widows because we will kill your husbands who would have voted MDC 

Case 11 

    On a Wednesday before July 2018 Harmonised Elections, a rally was organised at Gondo 
Shopping Centre, Chivi North, where Ms. Memory Gudhe and Mr. Wilfred Mugura - who claimed 
to be war veterans - told gathering men and women that those who would vote for the opposition 
political parties, will have their fingers chopped off. They also told the rally that after elections, 
there will be thorough beating of everybody - ‗kucharohwa munhu semunhu‟ - if the opposition 
wins 2018 Harmonized Elections. The old people and the illiterate were told that they should not 
bring anybody to assist them to vote in the 2018 Harmonized Elections since ―the political party 
will provide somebody to assist youǁ. The rally was also warned that if the opposition wins, those 
known to support the opposition will be dispossessed of their plots in local (Gondo) irrigation 
scheme. 

Case 12 

    On 29 June 2018, I, Reason Tawanda Kandeya, was dressed in my MDC regalia at Nyikavanhu 
Business Centre, Ward 15 of Chirumanzu Zivagwe. Later in the day, I saw a lorry dropping a group 
of about twenty young people at Nyikavanhu Business centre. The group quickly surrounded me. 
Led by Councillor Raphael Mapete, they shouted insults at me, accusing me of putting on MDC 
regalia. The group manhandled me and forced me into one of the shops. Mr. Robert Huzvu forced 
the MDC T-shirt I was wearing over my shoulders, leaving my upper body naked. I was not 
physically assaulted, but the way they scrambled for me - and pulled me in different directions was 
painful. I reported the matter to the Zimbabwe Republic Police under case number RRB 3397379. 
Mr. Robert Huzvu was fined $20.00. However, the message was sent: I was pulled around in front 
of community members who, I think, learnt a lesson that having a different political mind set was 
tantamount to public harassment. Since the incident, and all what happened to supporters of the 
opposition in the previous elections, many people here are afraid to openly associate with the MDC 
– or any other political parties they like. 
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Case 13 
  
    It was around midnight a week or so before the 2018 Harmonized Elections. When I was passing 

the Rural District Council offices in Ward 13 Mushayavanhu in Mvuma, I saw a group of people 
advancing towards me shouting ―why are you removing the posters of President Mnangagwa... 
today, we want to teach you a lessonǁ. I quickly recognized the ZANU PF House of Assembly 
candidate Mr. Machando who was in the company of Mr. Msindo and Mr. Mahida. Mr. Machando 
started to pelt stones on me, hitting me hard in my ribs with a big stone. "Musatanyoko" - a very bad 
Shona scolding word rebuking mothers' ass - he said as I fell and struggled to stand on my feet. Mr. 
Machando rushed to the police. He made a report that I was tearing off Mr. Mnangagwa's posters. I 
was locked in Mvuma cells for the rest of the night. I was in deep pain. The following day, I was 
taken to Mvuma Magistrate Court. During the initial appearance, the magistrate said Mr. 
Mnangagwa, rather than Mr. Machando, was supposed to be the plaintiff. I was asked to go to 
hospital for a medical report. I did not because I failed to raise the transport and hospital fees. Mr. 
Machando had earlier on warned me that I will regret being an MDC supporter. It was therefore a 
lesson to many others from Mvuma who had to make a choice to be either politically independent 
and be beaten up (or even killed) or voting for ZANU PF against their choices. 

Case 14 

    In the Diocese of Gokwe, fear was used by traditional leaders - Chiefs and village heads - to coerce 
voters. They threatened to chase away all the political opponents from ―theirǁ land. Reports were 
made of Chief Chireya (Gokwe North) and Chief Njelele (Gokwe South). Some humanitarian 
programs had a thin line of separation on whether they were government programs or political 
party programs or individual campaigning programs. For example road maintenance was being 
used for campaigning in Gokwe North by the ZANU PF candidate. Even farming inputs were 
announced as a government program but on the ground in Sengwa (Gokwe South) the ZANU PF 
candidate claimed that he was the owner of these farming inputs. A few days before elections the 
headmaster for Zanda Primary School was threatened by the Zanu PF candidate of Gokwe Central 
Constituency (Mr. V. Matemadanda) who produced a gun and told the head to vacate the school. 
The headmaster left the school and did not return to his family even soon after elections. 

  4.1.4  Considerate Distribution of Political Party Regalia    
    In an extreme scenario, the scramble for scarce political regalia - such as T-shirts, rappers and hats - 

in the run up to 2018 Harmonized Elections led to loss of lives. In June 2018, a three month old 
baby was squeezed to death at Mucheke Stadium B Arena when the mother was stampeding for a 

21
political party t-shirt.  The mother of the baby - perhaps due to failure to withstand the experience - 
committed suicide in July 2018. More than 90% of CCJPZ Diocesan long term observation reports 
showed that political party regalia increased tensions, intra-party conflicts and divisions in 
communities. Those who got it considered themselves as more special than those who could not. 
For some of the youth in general, ― favouritism in the distribution of political party regalia 
reduced their commitment to participation as stated by one youth leader: 

     “We as young people do not attend political rallies because when there is something from the 
[political] party, the youth are not given. Even the political party regalia that is being 
distributed is only being given to the old and elderly members of the [political] party. It is 
usually the old and elderly members of the party who will be given political party regalia” 

    Much could have been done by political parties by having inclusive rules or code of conduct for 
distributing regalia rather than just ― throwing it into the crowdǁ. But why do men and women ― 
fight for regalia which are usually made from relatively cheap material they can easily buy for 
themselves? One traditional leader observed that ―this is the only opportunity that prospective 
voters have to benefit from the political candidate. Once they are elected into office, ―they will go 

21
 Also see https://www.zimeye.net/2018/06/15/baby-dies-in-regalia-stampede-at-ed-rally/ accessed on 28 September 2018  
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away and stay in Harare foreverǁ (sic). The young generation have the following mantra for 
prospective political candidates before the support and promise to vote them: ―we want to smoke 
youǁ (buy us cigarettes); ―we want to drink youǁ (buy us alcohol and soft drinksǁ; ―we want to eat 
youǁ (buy us food with plenty of meat). In future, political parties should adequately plan and 
reflect on how best to maintain peace and respect human life and dignity before taking their regalia 
to communities. 

  4.1.5  Hating Robbery (Isaiah 61:8-9): Respecting People's' Choices during Primary Elections
    The conduct of primary elections across political parties held in May 2018 ahead of 30 July 2018 

Harmonized Elections could have been done better. Some of the primary elections conducted by 
both ZANU PF and MDC were characterised by late delivery of ballot papers, logistical 
challenges missing candidate names on some ballot papers, excess ballot papers, staffing of 
ballots, allegations of poll rigging, election violence, imposition of candidates and vote buying.22 
In Budiriro, for example, MDC youths blocked the main entrance to a community hall during the 
party's primary election complaining against imposition of candidates. In areas such as Mabvuku, 
Mbare and Glen Norah, MDC primary elections had to be postponed after some logistical 
challenges. A vehicle was stoned in Waterfalls after MDC supporters disagreed on the primary 

23 
election procedures.

    ZANU PF primary election candidate and their supporters forced themselves into a polling station 
during a primary election in Centenary demanding ―everything to stopǁ alleging staffing of ballot 
boxes with ballot papers. Officers from the Zimbabwe Republic Police had to drag primary 
election candidates and their supporters in Sanyati Central during a ZANU PF primary election 
complaining of a manipulated voting process. There was burning of ballot papers in Murewa South 
and missing names on voters' registers in Seke Constituency during ZANU PF primary elections. 
There were logistical challenges in Mutasa South during a ZANU PF primary election. Ballot 
papers arrived at 6pm and voting ended at 1am. In Kwekwe Central, a car and a gate was destroyed 
in primary election related disagreements whilst some political party members refused to vote in a 

24
ZANU PF primary election held in Mutasa South after some ballot papers went missing.  

    Money exchanged hands ahead of primary elections in Chivi South as enticement for traditional 
leaders. One CCJPZ long term observer from the Diocese of Masvingo narrates:

     The primary elections made some people ―richǁ in Chivi North. Some police officers and 
traditional leaders also benefited. Crispy $100 notes were dished out to many primary election 
voters. We did not even know where they came from given the queues that we see every day on 
our banks. The traditional leaders have been promised bicycles. They will collect them during 

25 
a luncheon, the primary candidate has promised for the traditional leaders.

    More could have been done in preparation for the primary elections - ballot papers, voters' rolls - 
and all the material needed for the smooth flow of the primary elections. Prophet Isaiah provides a 
justifiable condemnation of unfairness because ―for I, the Lord, love justice; I hate robbery and 
wrongdoingǁ (Isaiah 61:8-9) 

22
 Also see http://businessdaily.co.zw/index-id-national-zk-43505.html; https://www.thezimbabwemail.com/main/zanu-pf-rigged-its-internal-primary-elections/ accessed on 1 

October 2018 
23

 http://businessdaily.co.zw/index-id-national-zk-43505.html; https://www.thezimbabwemail.com/main/zanu-pf-rigged-its-internal-primary-elections/ accessed on 1 October 2018 
24

 Also see https://www.thezimbabwemail.com/main/zanu-pf-rigged-its-internal-primary-elections/ accessed on 3 October 2018 
25

 CCJPZ Observer, July 2018  
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  4.1.6  Equal Access to the State Media
    There was a feeling amongst some Zimbabweans that there was inadequate access to media by 

other political parties. As one voter generally noted; ― there were only two political parties that 
were known and one that dominated the state media… and were deprived of information from 
other 19 or so political parties. Diagram 2 below shows voters' feelings in relation to media access 
during the 2018 Harmonized Election period. 

  Diagram 2: Voters feelings on media coverage during Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections

  As shown in Diagram 2 above, 50.37% felt the media was being fair in representing political 
parties. However, 41.1% of the voters who participated in the survey felt the media was not fair 
in its political coverage. This undermined Section 62(2) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe 
Amendment (No.20) Act 201: ―Every person … has the right of access to any information 
held by any person, including the State, in so far as the information is required for the exercise 
or protection of a rightǁ. As a result some voters indicated knowledge deficit of political 
candidates as illustrated in the diagram below: 

Diagram 3: Voters' Awareness of Contesting Political Parties in their Areas 
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 As shown in Diagram 3 above, almost half of the 621 respondents said they were not aware of all 
the contesting political parties in their constituencies whilst almost the same number confirmed 
more awareness of all contesting political parties in their constituencies. In future, equal media 
access should be made to all contesting political parties to provide voters with critical information 
for their own informed political choices. 

 4.2  The Administrative Framework 
  The 2018 harmonised elections was guided by the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) Act 

2013 and the Electoral Act [Chapter 2:13]. The following could have been more helpful in the interim: 

  4.2.1  More and Sufficient Voter Education 
   Voter education provided by ZEC was not wholly adapted and translated to all the country's 16 

languages as stated in Section 6(1) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20 Act) 2013. 
With the dominance of English, Shona and Ndebele languages, those who speak other languages 
such as Tonga, Nambya, Venda, Tswana and sign language felt excluded. Victims of the voter 
education language barrier have been largely men and women who live in the margins and border 
areas of the country - which are also very remote and marginalised - where the languages are 
spoken. The following diagram illustrates accessibility of voter education in different areas: 

Diagram 4: Percentage of CCJPZ observers who witnessed voter education provided by ZEC 

CCJPZ observers also assessed voter education provided by ZEC in the context generational, 
lingual and gender dimensions. The following diagrams summarize the observations: 
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Diagram 5: Access of ZEC's voter education by the elderly as observed by CCJPZ Observers 

Diagram 6: Access of ZEC's voter education by women as observed by CCJPZ Observers 
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Diagram 7: Access of ZEC's voter education by first time voters as observed by CCJPZ Observers 

Diagram 8: Access of ZEC's voter education by the physically disabled as observed by CCJPZ 
Observers 
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 Diagram 9: Illustrating whether there were any other community based voter education 
other than ZEC 

  The following could be deduced from diagrams 5 – 9 above: 
  ● A generalised voter education was fairly provided across the country. Nevertheless, it was 

scarce in the so called minority languages such as Tonga, Nambya, Kalanga, Venda, sign 
language, braille and other languages illustrated in the constitution. More could have been 
done to enable voters' access voter education in the languages they best understood. 

  ● There was no specific targeting, especially of first time voters (who are also the youth) and 
women. Voter education should therefore be carried out throughout the electoral cycle in order 
to have enough time to consider the gender, generational and the lingual dimensions 

  ● There were few organisations that complemented ZEC's voter education, especially in remote 
and marginalized areas. More could have been done in identifying other organisations with 
structures that reach the most remote and marginalised areas to complement ZEC's voter 
education. 

 4.2.2  BVR Process: More "Speed" in Registration and Ablution Facilities at BVR Points 
  CCJPZ carried out a survey in all Zimbabwe's ten provinces to understand voters' feelings toward 

the BVR process. A total sample of 109 responded to a questionnaire distributed in the 8 Catholic 
dioceses of Zimbabwe with an error of 9.4% and a confidence level of 95%. The following is a 
summary of the results. 
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4.2.2.1 

  Diagram 10: Illustrating whether the voter registration venues were set up to accommodate all 
voters 

 4.2.2.2 Did all the People that Visited BVR Centres Managed to Register? 

  Diagram 11 below summarizes responses made to this question: 

Diagram 11: illustrating whether all who visited BVR centres managed to register 
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 From Diagram 11 above, the following conclusions could be made;

 ● 99.1% said that "YES" they managed to register, while only 0.9% said "NO" largely because 
of (i) lack of proof of residence and (ii) Alien status. 

 ● The response to voters' challenges of proof of residence was the ceding of Commission of 
Oaths Status to at least 485 Voter Registration officers throughout the country. As a result, 
those who wanted proof of residents were only required to bring affidavits for proof of 
residence to registration centres for certification by approved voter registration officers before 
they registered to vote. 

 ●  Aliens were also allowed to register to vote in due course after 29 November 2018 High Court 
that ―aliensǁ can register to vote ―upon production of the identification card endorsed 
―Alienǁ, coupled with a birth certificate showing that they were born in Zimbabwe to parents 

26
from the SADC region or one of whom is a Zimbabwean and proof of residence.

 ●  Although these measures were reactionary, a large and significant number of people managed 
to register as long as they took it upon themselves to visit the local BVR registration centers in 
their areas. 

 4.2.2.3 How was the recording of data? 
  The following diagram summarizes responses made; 

26 
Part of ―Aliens ruling as delivered by Justice Munangati-Manongwa on 29 November 2018 after a Ms Kachingwe (58) of Epworth jointly filed the urgent chamber application 

with MDC-T and the other MDC party led by Professor Welshman Ncube, seeking an order compelling the so-called ―aliensǁ to be registered as prospective voters ahead of the 
2018 general elections. Also see https://www.herald.co.zw/aliens-can-vote-rules-high-court/ accessed on 24 August 2018  

  Diagram 12: illustrating whether the recording of biometric data was done without major 
problems 

 The following conclusions could be added in respect of Diagram 12; 
 ● 10% said "NO" the process of recording their data "did NOT" go without problems. 

Challenges reported included BVR machines failing to immediately read fingerprints. Some 
reported they felt a little embarrassed when they were told to either rub their foreheads with 
their fingers or apply some oil to make their fingers readable on BVR machines. 
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 4.2.2.4 How Much Time was Spent in the BVR Queue? 
  ● The minimum/lowest recorded waiting time for all Dioceses was 0 minutes according to 12% 

of the respondents. Thus some people did not have to wait in the queue, especially in early day 
of voter registration.  

  ● The maximum but isolated recorded waiting times for registration ranged from one hour to 
three hours. These were mostly for those who registered in the later days of registration. 

  ● Highest concentration was in the urban areas where respondents said there was need for 
ablution facilities at BVR registration points. Said one respondent: ―If you needed a toilet 
whilst you are in a queue, you will have to go back home. But when you get there (home), you 

27 
may be tempted to do other things and not to come back to stand in the BVR queue again.

  Table 2 below shows the average BVR waiting time: 

27
 CCJPZ BVR survey respondent, Kambuzuma, Archdiocese of Harare; December 2017  

28
 The registration time is for the whole BVR registration process from the particulars' verification, recording fingerprints, facial and iris capture to obtaining a voter registration slip.  

 HWANGE  MASVINGO  GOKWE  HARARE  MUTARE  CHINHOYI  GWERU  BULAWAYO 

 5.7 minutes  22.3 Minutes  14.6 minutes  29.4 minutes  19.6 minutes  15.6 minutes  5.4 minutes  8.7 minutes 

   Table 2: Diocesan average waiting time in the queue for the BVR process 

   Hwange had the lowest average waiting time in the queue of about 6 minutes. Harare had the 
highest recorded average waiting time of 29 minutes. An additional factor that contributed to long 
queues at BVR registration centres, especially in urban areas was the last minute rush. There was 
an increased interest to register to vote towards the end of the BVR process. A persuasion should be 
made to encourage voters to register early. 

28
  4.2.2.5 How Much Time did it take to register?  
   ●   About 50% of the respondents reported that they took between 5 and 10 minutes to register to 

vote. Thus on average, the BVR process prior to 2018 Harmonized Elections took about 12 
minutes for each person to register to vote across all Zimbabwe's Catholic dioceses. 

   ● 11% of the respondents took more than 30 minutes to register to vote, with at least one person 
taking more than an hour to register. For the respondents, this ―anomaly seemed to have been 
caused by (i) tiredness of the registration officer and or (ii) inability of the registration officer to 
efficiently manipulate or use the BVR computer system, especially in the early stages of the 
BVR process when BVR officers had no adequate experience and familiarization with the 
BVR machines. 

   ● There was also a moderately positive relationship between the waiting time in the queue and 
time taken to register. The strength of the relationship is moderately strong. The longer people 
waited in the queue the approximately moderate longer time it also took them to register to 
vote. The strength of this relationship is debatable as many factors can affect the relationship. 
However, it is not negligible (correlation coefficient of 0.429). This shows that when someone 
joined a long queue for BVR registration, it would mean that they will also take a moderately 
long time to register to vote when they get to the registration officer. A number of factors can 
contribute to this. As time passes and as more voters come, the queue grows longer and the 
queuing people grow more impatient. As a result, they are likely to vent their frustrations on 
the BVR registration officer who would be under pressure (to clear the queue) and therefore 
prone to delaying mistakes and inefficiencies during the registration process. All these would 
result to more time spent in the queue and BVR process. 

  4.2.2.6 What was the Feeling after Registration? 
   ● 61.5% of the respondents said that they felt "HAPPY AND EXCITED" after finishing their 

registration. They also said they were happy to start a process of contributing to the 
development of their nation. 

   ● 9.2% of the respondents said that they felt "CONFIDENT & PROUD" after registering; 
5.5% felt "RELIEVED"; 6.4% "SATISFIED"; while 4.6% and 10% felt 
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"UNSATISFIED" and "NOTHING" respectively. Diagram 13 below shows a 
diagrammatic representation of respondents' ‗after registration feeling': 

   Diagram 13: Feelings after BVR registration 

   ● It is curious to realize that 4.6% respondents who were "Unsatisfied" were part of 6.5% of 
voters mentioned above who waited for more than an hour in the queue for the BVR process. 
This means that their responses were influenced by the time they waited in the long queues. 
Most respondents who were "Happy and Excited" after registration had to wait an average of 
12 minutes in the queue. 

   ● The conclusion therefore is that it was much faster and convenient for voters to participate in 
the BVR process earlier. Long queues that formed towards the end of the BVR process resulted 
in long waiting time. 

   ● A recommendation can be made that, for ease of registering in the coming elections, the earlier 
voters register the better the service they receive and the less time they would spend waiting in 
the waiting time. 

 4.3 Voters' Roll Transparency 
  ZEC should have exercised extreme transparency by making the voters' roll available to all political 

parties before the sitting of the Nomination Court as explicitly cited in the Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13) 
Section 21(4). Section 155(2)(c) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 further 
states that candidates contesting in the elections must have reasonable access to all materials and 
information necessary for them to participate effectively, including a voters' roll in its final form. Failure 
to avail voters' roll before the sitting of the Nomination Court raised eyebrows on the transparency and 
accountability issues. 

 4.4  Conclusions 
  ● There is inbuilt fear amongst many people. This has continued to affect their political choices 

whenever there are elections. Gukurahundi of the 1980s has not been forgotten. The political 
violence of 2008 is repeated and promised whenever there are elections. Once the electorate is 
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reminded of such traumatic events during political campaigning, they are caught up in fear and can 
easily be manipulated and compromised. A comprehensive, victim sensitive national peace and 
reconciliation process. 

  ● Traditional leaders are very powerful in Zimbabwe's rural areas. Any instruction they give to the 
29

community members is binding especially if it comes from ―the aboveǁ.  Their strategic 
positioning and unregulated community influence has led to the manipulation of the traditional 
leadership institution by political parties and candidates. As a result, some traditional leaders have 
become servants or ―political party commissariatǁ of political parties. They pursue political party 
interests instead of promoting the common good against Traditional Leaders Act and the 
Constitution of Zimbabwe. It is important to assist traditional leaders with transformative, 
educational and learning experiences on Social Teachings of the Church, Traditional Leaders Act 
and the Constitution of Zimbabwe. At the same time, there should be continuous engagement on 
peace and inclusivity with ―the aboveǁ usually responsible for creating and communicating 
divisive ― instructionsǁ to the traditional leaders. 

  ● Humanitarian aid, especially food and agriculture inputs have been used as tools for political 
mobilization. Political opponents are denied as long as they do not change their political affiliation. 
Since food is a basic human right, it is important for the parliament to formulate laws that guide the 
distribution of humanitarian aid. This will enable prosecution of those that deny, on political or any 
other grounds, others their basic human right such as food. Political parties should also design 
framework or principles for distributing political regalia. This would help in minimizing violent 
conflicts and, in extreme cases, deaths caused by un-mindful distribution of political party regalia.

  ● Voter education should be continuous. It should be evenly distributed across the country in all the 
16 languages. Voter educators should be sufficiently trained to help them educate others with 
expertise and confidence. 

5.  ELECTION DAY 

 5.1  Introduction 
  This section summarizes the CCJPZ observations at each stage of the voting process. Election Day 

observation was done to assess whether the opening, the voting, the closing, the counting and the 
announcements of results were be done according to the Electoral Act. CCJPZ deployed 850 Election Day 
Observers. Each was provided with a set of four Election Day observation tools - Election Day 
Observation Form; Count Observation Form; Critical Incident Form and Results Count Form. A total of 
621 completed and valid forms were returned and used in this analysis. The Election Day Observers 
comprised an almost equal number of men and women to ensure a gendered participation as shown in the 
Diagram below: 
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 The above traditional leaders usually refer to are political party hierarchies above the village where the ―compulsory instructionsǁ come from...  

Diagram 14: Distribution of CCJPZ Observers by gender 
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  In order to have first-hand witness of the electoral processes, more than 96% of CCJPZ Election Day 
Observers observed from inside the polling station as shown in the diagram below: 

    Diagram 15: Illustrating location of CCJPZ Election day observers during the observation process 

 5.2  Analysis of the Election Day Processes 
 
  5.2.1  Opening and Closing of Polling Stations 
   On 9 July 2018, ZEC gave notice, in terms of Section 53(1) (b) of the Electoral Act that elections 

for the country's President, Members of the National Assembly and Local Authorities would be 
done on 30 July 2018 where ―A polling station shall be open continuously from 7.00 a.m. to 7.00 

30
p.m. on a polling day.  The following graph shows the CCJPZ observations in this regard. 
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 See Zimbabwe Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13)  

 Diagram 16: Opening time for polling stations 
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 Diagram 16 above shows that, more than 81% of the polling stations observed by CCJPZ opened at 
7am whilst about 2.7% opened between 7am and 8am. 14% of the polling stations observed opened 
before 7am. This was largely done to prepare voting materials, ballot boxes and voting booths before 
polling began at 7am. This means that in general, the opening of polling stations for Zimbabwe's 2018 
Harmonized Elections was done on time and according to the law. 

 5.2.2  Ballot Boxes 
   According to Section 54 of the Electoral Act, the ballot boxes to be used at polling stations must be 

empty and thereafter closed and sealed in accordance with instructions issued by the Commission. 
The following diagrams summarize observations made by CCJPZ Election Day observers: 

Diagram 17: Illustrating whether ballot boxes were empty before voting 

Diagram 18: Illustrating whether there were polling booths in CCJPZ observed polling stations 
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 Diagram 19: Illustrating whether the setup of the polling station allowed for secret voting 

   The following could be deduced from diagrams 17-19: 
 ● The 2018 Harmonized Election polling stations observed by CCJPZ Observers followed the 

rules and regulation pertaining to ballot boxes and voting booths as stated in Section 54 of the 
Electoral Act. 

 5.2.3  Voting Materials 
  In terms of Section 54A of the Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13), ―before the commencement of the 

poll at any polling station, or before the commencement of the poll on the first polling day where 
voting is to take place over two or more days, the presiding officer shall, in the presence of such 
persons entitled in terms of section 55(2) (b) to be within the polling station as are present, count 
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and record the total number of ballot papers received at the polling station. The following 
diagrams summarize CCJPZ observations: 

31 
See Zimbabwe Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13)  

Diagram 20: Availability of voting materials in polling stations 
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  Diagram 20 above shows that all election materials - indelible ink, ballot papers, voters' rolls and 
voting booths were available throughout the voting process in 94.85% of the polling stations 
observed by CCJPZ. It can therefore be concluded that in general, the 2018 Harmonized Elections 
provided all the materials needed for voting in line with Section 54A of the Electoral Act. 

 5.2.4  Time Taken by Voters to be Cleared to Vote and to Cast their Ballots 
  CCJPZ also observed the time it took voters to be cleared to vote and the time the voters took to cast 

their ballots. The following diagrams summarize observations made: 

Diagram 21 (a): Illustrating time taken by voters to be cleared to vote and to cast their ballots 

Diagram 21 (b): Time taken by voters to vote 
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 According to Diagrams 21 (a) and 21 (b) it took under 10 minutes for a voter to be cleared to vote 
and to cast their ballots. The morning was however not the fastest time to vote during the 2018 
Harmonized Elections. The clearing of voters took longer. Election officials took time to navigate 
through the voters' rolls and locate voters' names. Long queues were therefore experienced and 
some voters were frustrated. The waiting time frame became shorter as the day went on, but not 
drastically. In the evening it became slower again due to poor lighting. Some election officials had 
to search for natural light that came in through some shelter openings in order to read voters' 
identity documents. Adequate training would be necessary for election officials. Timely voter 
education and voter information on polling streams would reduce the time voters' move between 
polling station streams in search of their names. 

 5.2.5  Voters' Identification and Registration Documents 
  According to Section 56(1)(a) and Section 56 (3)(a)(b) of the Electoral Act, a voter will be allowed 

to vote if registered in the ward's voters roll and upon producing a certificate of voter registration. 
CCJPZ Election Observers checked on whether all those allowed to vote had requisite proof of 
residence and registration. The following diagrams illustrate the findings: 

Diagram 22 (a): Showing whether voters with all required documentation were not allowed to vote 
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 Diagram 22 (b): illustrating whether voters without required information were allowed to vote 

 Diagram 22 (a) shows that almost all voters in polling stations observed by CCJPZ who had 
required voter documentation, were allowed to exercise their democratic rights. Diagram 22 (b) 
shows that no voter with inadequate documentation was allowed to cast their ballots. Thus the 
2018 Harmonized Elections voting process was in line with Section 56 (1) (a) and Section 56 (3) 
(a) (b) of the Electoral Act. 

 5.2.6  Assisted Voting 
  Section 59 of the Electoral Act provides guidelines of voting by illiterate or physically 

handicapped voters ―(1) Upon request by a voter who is illiterate or physically handicapped and 
cannot vote in the way set out in section 57, a presiding officer shall— (a) permit another person, 
selected by the voter, to assist the voter in exercising his or her vote; or (b) in the absence of a person 
selected by the voter, assist the voter in exercising his or her vote in the presence of two other 
electoral officers or employees of the Commission and a police officer on duty.ǁ The following 
diagrams summarize CCJPZ observations in this regard; 
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Diagram 23 (a): Illustrating frequency of assisted voting 

 Diagram 23 (b): Illustrating whether assisted voting was denied 

 According to Diagrams 23 (a) and 23 (b), there were no significant number of observers who voted 
for others or were denied voter assistance respectively. It can therefore be concluded that the voter 
assistance processes for 2018 Harmonized Elections were done according to Section 59 of the 
Electoral Act in significant number of polling stations observed by CCJPZ. 
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 5.2.7  Marking of Voters with Indelible Ink 
  Section 56 (4) (b) of the Electoral Act instructs the Election officer that ―... after handing an 

applicant a ballot paper in terms of subsection (3), shall mark him or her in the manner specified by 
the Commissionǁ. The following diagram shows CCJPZ observations: 

  Diagram 24: Illustrating whether voters were marked with indelible ink 

  The use of indelible ink on almost every voter at polling stations observed by CCJPZ means 
that an effective precautionary measure was taken during 2018 Harmonized Elections to 
prevent electoral fraud such as double voting. 

 5.2.8  Flow of Voting Process 
  CCJPZ assessed whether voting process proceeded smoothly from the opening to the closing of 

polls. The following diagram summarizes the observation: 
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  Diagram 25: Illustrating whether voting was suspended for a significant period during the voting 
process 

  As shown in Diagram 25 above, the polling process for 2018 Harmonized Elections went smoothly 
without significant hindrances in almost all the polling stations observed by CCJPZ. There could 
have been very few incidences - 3,38% in this case - where voting was disrupted, but they were not 
significant to discredit the overall flow of the electoral process. 

 5.2.9  Political Campaigns or Regalia within the Vicinity of Polling Stations
  According to Section 7 of the Electoral Code of Conduct for Political Parties and Candidates and 

Other Stakeholders, ―(1) No political party or candidate may, from midnight twenty-four hours 
before polling day in any election or referendum until polling stations are closed on that day— ( a) 
convene or hold a public gathering of any kind; (b) publish, or cause or permit the publication, of 
any advertisement or statement promoting or opposing a particular party or candidate; (c) disrupt 
the work of election officials at a polling station or counting centre; (d) campaign or display 
campaign material within 300 metres of a polling station or counting centre; (e) coerce a voter, who 
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does not require assistance, to be assisted to vote.  The following diagram shows the conduct of 
political parties on the Election Day: 
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 See also Extract from Electoral Act Consolidated as at 28 May 2018 - FOURTH SCHEDULE (Sections 40B, 46, 133G, 160A and 191) Electoral Code of Conduct for Political 

Parties and Candidates and Other stakeholders  
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 Diagram 26: Illustrating Conduct of Political Parties on the Election Day 

 Diagram 26 above shows that in 94.20% of the polling stations observed by CCJPZ, there were no 
political sloganeering or display of political party regalia as instructed in Electoral Code of 
Conduct for Political Parties and Candidates and Other Stakeholders. Therefore there were no 
significant recorded political disturbances of voting during 2018 Harmonized Elections. 

 5.2.10  Queuing Voters after 7.00pm 
  According to Section 53 (3) of the Electoral Act; ―The presiding officer shall permit every voter 

who, at the time fixed in terms of this section for the closing of the polling station concerned, is in 
the queue of persons waiting to cast their votes, to record his or her vote before closing the polling 
stationǁ. CCJPZ observed whether this was followed in 2018 Harmonized Elections as illustrated 
in the diagram below: 

[Schedule substituted by Section 36 of Act No. 6 of 2018] on http://www.veritaszim.net/node/2424 Accessed on 1 July 2018  

Diagram 27 (a): Illustrating number of voters still in the queue after 7.00pm 
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 Diagram 27 (b): Illustrating whether everyone in the queue was allowed to vote after 7.00pm

 As illustrated in Diagram 27 (a) only an insignificant number of polling stations observed by 
CCJPZ had queuing voters after 7.00 pm. Diagram 27 (b) shows that a significant number of those 
who were still in the queue to vote after 7.00pm in polling stations observed by CCJPZ were 
allowed to vote. This means that the voting processes of 2018 Harmonized Elections fairly 
followed Section 53 (3) of the Electoral Act. 

 5.3  Count Observation Process 
  According to Section 62 of the Electoral Act on ―Procedure after sealing of ballot boxesǁ, the 

―presiding officer shall, as soon as the last packet is sealed in terms of paragraph (b) of section sixty one, 
open and unseal the ballot boxes and count the votes.ǁ33 CCJPZ observed the status of ballot boxes and 
the counting processes together with political party election agents and accredited observers entitled in 
terms of Section 55(2)(b) of the Electoral Act. 

  5.3.1  State of Ballot Boxes after Voting 
   The following diagram illustrates CCJPZ observation of ballot boxes after voting and before the 

counting process: 

Diagram 28 (a): State of ballot boxes after voting and before counting as observed by CCJPZ 
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 Diagram 28 (b): Illustrating whether ballot boxes were sealed and intact before counting 

 It can be concluded from Diagrams 28 (a) and 28 (b) above that there was no tampering with 
the contents of ballot boxes in more than 90% of polling stations observed by CCJPZ. 

 5.3.2  Checking Ballot Paper Serial Numbers before Counting 
  CCJPZ observed whether the ballot paper serial numbers were declared and checked before the 

counting process. The following diagrams summarize the observations; 

Diagram 29 (a): Illustrating whether ballot paper serial numbers were declared 
and checked before counting 
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Diagram 29 (b): Illustrating whether serial numbers on the security seals matched 

Diagram 29 (c): Illustrating whether there were incidences between the period after voting 
and counting 
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  Diagrams 29 (a) and 29 (b) above illustrates that at more than 98% of the polling stations observed 
by CCJPZ, ballot paper serial numbers were declared and checked before counting. Diagram 29 
(c) shows that there were no significant occurrences after closing that could have enabled 
tampering with the contents of the ballot boxes. This testifies that ballot papers counted at polling 
stations observed by CCJPZ were official. There were no scenarios where ballots from other 
precincts were inserted to consummate vote buying. It also follows that there were no staffing and 

34
impersonation of ballots  in 98% of the polling stations observed by CCJPZ. 

 5.3.3  Time taken Between Closing of Polling and Counting 
  Since there is a strong correlation between the time at which results are announced and the extent to 

which suspicions are raised, CCJPZ observed the time taken between the closing of polls and start 
of counting. The following diagram summarizes CCJPZ observations; 

   Diagram 30: Illustrating the different times intervals taken between close of polls and counting 

  Diagram 30 above shows than in general, vote counting at polling stations observed by CCJPZ 
started within the shortest possible period of time. Voters' democratic choices were recognized and 
certified within 30 minutes after closing of polls at almost 80% of polling stations observed by 
CCJPZ. 

 5.3.4  Presence of Political Party Polling Agents during the Counting 
  CCJPZ assessed whether political party polling agents were present during the counting process. 

The diagram below summarizes the findings from polling stations observed by CCJPZ; 
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Also see The Electoral Knowledge Network; ―Serial Numbers of Ballotsǁ at http://aceproject.org/electoral-advice/archive/questions/replies/912993749 Accessed on 11 October 

2018  
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    Diagram 31: Illustrating whether political party polling agents were present for counting in polling 
stations observed by CCJPZ 

  According to Diagram 31 above, political party polling agents were present at almost all the polling 
stations observed by CCJPZ. This means political party polling agents participated in overseeing 
and witnessing the election count in 95.45% of polling stations observed by CCJPZ. 

 5.3.5  Continuous Presence of Observers during the Counting 
  CCJPZ assessed whether the observers were prevented from observing the counting process. The 

following diagram summarizes the findings in this regard; 

Diagram 32: Illustrating whether observers were at any time prevented from observing the counting 
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     D iagram 32 above shows that observers were not prevented from observing the counting process in 
93.8% of the polling stations observed by CCJPZ. Observers were however prevented from 
observing the entire or part of the counting process in 5.08% of polling stations CCJPZ observed. It 
can be concluded from Diagram 32 that in general, the counting of 2018 Harmonized Elections 
was observed and witnessed by different observers. 

 5.3.6.  Declaration of Results 
  According to Section 66 of the Electoral Act on ― Determination and declaration of result of 

poll… after the number of votes received by each candidate as shown in each polling station return 
has been added together… the elections officer shall forthwith declare the candidate with greater 
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number of votes duly elected.  CCJPZ observed whether the official results were clearly declared 
after counting. The following diagram summarizes the findings; 
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 See Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13)  

  Diagram 332: Illustrating whether official results were declared after counting 

  As shown in Diagram 33 above, in 94.57% of the polling stations observed by CCJPZ, official 
election results were clearly declared. This means that the declaration of results at polling stations 
observed by CCJPZ was done clearly and according to the law. 

 5.3.7.  Critical Incidents 
  CCJPZ also recorded Election Day occurrences or situations that had potential to create or cause 

significant risk of substantial or serious harm to the electoral process as critical incidents. A total 
of 65 critical incidents were more significant and were recorded as shown in the diagram below: 
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  Diagram 34: Election Day critical incidents as recorded by CCJPZ 

  Diagram 34 above shows that, ―lack of adequate lighting during voting and countingǁ as the most 
recorded ―criticalǁ incident across all provinces of Zimbabwe. They contributed 29% of the total 
recorded incidences. CCJPZ observed that some Polling Booths had very poor lighting, especially 
in tent polling stations. The polling officers resorted to the use of candles, mobile phone torches, 
gas lamps in lieu or natural light that peeped through polling station windows or openings. These 
resulted to delays in voting and increased waiting period as voters struggled to read the ballots to 
identify their preferred candidates before marking the ballots. 

  Despite lack of adequate lighting during voting and counting and other critical incidences noted 
above, there were other isolated critical incidents that were recorded by CCJPZ observers as 
summarized below: 

Case 15 

  Devison Chidhakwa and Love Magaya from Gokwe moved in surrounding ―MDC villagesǁ in Gokwe 
telling people like Mukosana, Pedzisayi, N. Siyanhungu that if they wanted to receive agriculture 
inputs after elections, they had to pretend illiteracy at polling stations and ask for assisted voting from 
ZANU PF members. Village Head Dega Mukosana and John Mavhunga also tried to ambush voters on 
their way to polling stations to give them instructions to vote. However, they were later spotted by the 
ZRP and chased away. These incidences were common in Gokwe (Midlands Province), especially at 
Kana Secondary School polling station. 

Case 16 

  The political party agents for ZANU PF stood outside Sengwa Polling Station in Gokwe, (Midlands 
Province) making audible discussions with some queuing voters instructing them to vote for his 
political party. They told some waiting voters that if they waited to be assisted to vote, there were 
political party cadres in the polling station ready to assist. The incidents ware later reported to the ZRP 
and other election officials. 

Case 17 

  In Matebeleland North, Nkayi North at Somthanyelo polling station, at least six youths who had 
completed O' Level were assisted to vote by the elderly. Recognizing the trend, the Presiding officer 
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later stopped as this was continuously done to the youth by the same ― elders.

 5.3.8  Announcement of the 2018 Harmonized Election Results 

  Whilst no election process can be perfect, the announcement of the three sets of 2018 Harmonized 
Elections results - Presidential, House of Assembly and Council elections - almost followed 
Section 67 and Section 110 of the Electoral Act (Chapter 2:13). All election results were 
announced within the stipulated period of five days from the end of poll. However, questions were 
raised over the changing figures of the Presidential polls. The initial figures announced by ZEC for 
ZANU PF and MDC-Alliance presidential candidates were 50.8% and 44.3% respectively. Within 
a week, the figures for the two candidates were revised to 50.67% and 44.39% respectively. 
Although ―the final computations do not alter significantly the announced 2018 presidential 
resultsǁ as argued by ZEC, issues of ―efficiencyǁ and ―transparencyǁ as stated in Section 
239(a)(iv) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 could be easily 
invoked. Since the figures were revised after the MDC-Alliance Election petition had been lodged 
with the Electoral Court, there a concerns of suspicion and trust on the part of ZEC generated 
around the following question: If there was no election petition, was ZEC going to be faithful and 
transparent enough to revise the maths and inform the nation of the new revised figures for the 
presidential candidates? Were statistics for other presidential political party candidates not 
supposed to be revised as well? Should ZEC only be rigorous when there are Election Petitions? 

6.  POST-ELECTION 

 6.1.  Introduction 
  The immediate post-election period was frightening. Zimbabwe lost more than six lives on 1 August 2018 

because of Election. Elsewhere in the communities, there were isolated post-election retribution though 
they did not last long. The strategy remained the same across the country - intimidation, threats and 
physical attacks and denial of humanitarian aid (food and agriculture inputs) - with some overzealous 
traditional and newly elected political leaders as perpetrators: 

 6.2.  Post-Election Scenarios 
  The following are some of the post 2018 Harmonized Election scenarios which could also be seen as basis 

to influence voters' choices in 2023 Harmonized Elections. 

  6.2.1.  August 1 2018 Shooting of Civilians in Harare Central Business District 
   This scenario is best summarized by the following statement issued by CCJPZ on 2 August 2018: 
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  Life is Sacrosanct: Life is more important than ballot papers

 « On 29 June 2018, the Catholic Bishops' Conference, the legal holder of CCJPZ, issued a pre-election 
Pastoral Letter commending the relative peace Zimbabwe had experienced in the pre-election period. 
The Pastoral Letter asked ―for this election to be conducted in an honest, truthful and transparent 
mannerǁ. CCJPZ emphasized the same messages in a statement released on 27 July 2018: ―we are 
happy that the pre-election period has been relatively peaceful. There were few incidents of open 
violenceǁ. The statement also made the following encouragement: 

   After voting, please go home. Spend time with your family and siblings and wait patiently 
for the results. Let us not take the law into our own hands. If not satisfied with any electoral 
process, follow the rule of law. Seek remedy with authorities. There is life after elections. 

 « Further statements released by CCJPZ on 30 and 31 July 2018 respectively congratulated Zimbabwe for 
engaging in peaceful voting processes. 
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 A CCJPZ Statement on civilian demonstration and shooting by the security forces on 1 August 2018 released on 2 August 2018  
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 « However, this important serenity was watered down on 1 August 2018 when some men and women 
expressed themselves in the streets. They demanded election results before the lapse of the five day 
period as stipulated in the constitution. Zimbabwe security apparatus comprising the Zimbabwe Defense 
Forces (ZDF) and the Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) responded by firing live ammunition into the 
crowds of demonstrating men and women killing at least six people. 

 « Whilst not condoning the use of violence when citizens express themselves, the use of live ammunition 
on unarmed civilians was too extreme. Zimbabweans have legitimate right to freedom of expression as 
given by section 61 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20). 

 « Zimbabwe experienced worst demonstrations in, for example, 1998; 2008 and most recently, in 2017. In 
all these circumstances, the ZDF and ZRP tried to preserve human life. As Church, we condemn the 
killing of the demonstrators and all the ruthless force used by the ZDF and ZRP on 1 August 2018 to 
undermine human life and human dignity. We equally blame the use of violent protest and destruction of 
property when citizens have grievances. 

 « Regretting that the elections of Zimbabwe have degenerated into violent conflict and loss of life over the 
outcome, CCJPZ: 

  ● Reminds everybody that we are all equal. We were created in the image of God who loved us first and 
created us in his own image (Genesis 1:27). Human life and human dignity has been undermined by 
giving each other political labels or because we belong to different political parties. We remain one 
and God's in our diversity  

  ● Asks the ZDF and ZRP to apologize for the excessive use of force to the nation and the bereaved 
families that lost their loved ones in the shooting. Saying ―sorry would open doors for healing and 
rebuilding of intimate relationship between citizens and their defense forces. 

  ● Appeals to all Zimbabweans to refrain from violent protests 
  ● Requests Zimbabwe security forces - ZDF and ZRP – to respect human life and avoid using live 

ammunition to retrain unarmed civilians 
  ● Propose the need of an inclusive, objective internally constructed process to resolve the immediate 

electoral conflict 
  ● Recognizes the Churches of Zimbabwe as available mediation resource for all-sides confidential 

dialogue in the short, medium and long term 
  ● Invites everybody to understand that Zimbabwe's crisis is deeper than those emanating from the 

elections. There is need for a holistic national peace and reconciliation process that goes beyond 
electoral disputes 

  ● Requests leaders of all political parties to avail themselves to the safe space promised by the Church 
for confidence building process and agenda of peace and inclusion to address the immediate and 
deeper problems affecting the Zimbabwe we all want. 

 6.2.2  The Commission of Inquiry to Inquire into the Post Election Violence that took place on 1 
August 2018 in Zimbabwe 

  Following the post-election incident that occurred on 1 August 2018, the President, using Statutory 
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Instrument 181 of 2018, established a seven member commission of inquiry to (a) inquire into the 
circumstances leading to the 1st of August, 2018 post-election violence; (b) identify the actors and 
their leaders, their motive and strategies employed in the protests; (c) inquire into the intervention 
by the Zimbabwe Republic Police in the maintenance of law and order; (d) investigate the 
circumstances which necessitated the involvement of the military in assisting in the maintenance of 
law and order; (e) consider whether the degree of force used was proportionate to the ensuing threat 
to public safety, law and order; (f) ascertain the extent of damage or injury caused thereof; (g) to 
investigate into any other matter which the Commission of Inquiry may deem appropriate and 
relevant to the inquiry; (h) to make suitable recommendations; and (i) report to the President in 
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 Rodney Dixon, Queen's Counsel from the United Kingdom; Chief Emeka Anyouko, former Commonwealth Secretary-General from the Federal Republic of Nigeria; General 
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writing, the result of the inquiry within a period of three months from the date of swearing in of the 
Commissioners. 

  The Presidium concern for the post-election violence was noted. Nevertheless, there is a feeling 
that it was not necessary to invest Zimbabwe's scarce resources into a new commission dominated 
by foreigners. Zimbabwe already has constitutional commissions with relatively better 
understanding and appreciation of the context that could have performed the same task. The terms 
of of the Commission of Inquiry to Inquire into the Post Election Violence that took place reference 
on 1 August 2018 in Zimbabwe resonate well with the functions and responsibilities of at least two 
independent commissions established under Chapter 12 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 namely Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission and the National 
Peace and Reconciliation Commission. The use of the local commissions could have made a double 
impact: investigative, redressing and closure. Zimbabwe's Chapter 12 Commissions report to 
parliament which enhances their transparency and independence. The Commission of Inquiry to 
Inquire into the Post Election Violence that took place on 1 August 2018 in Zimbabwe is 
accountable to an individual - the President. This might compromise their independence and 
objectivity. 

 6.2.3  The 2018 Harmonized Election Petition for Presidential Results 
  History repeats itself. In 2013, then the late Chief Justice Chidyausiku made a decision pertaining 

to the late Morgan Tsvangirai's election petition. In that case, then Chief Justice Chidyausiku ruled 
that technicalities would not ordinarily interfere in dealing with such cases on the basis of their 
merits in court. It is facts and evidence of the case that matters. In Chamisa's election petition of 
2018, the case was hinged on direct and primary source evidence. The direct and primary source 
evidence were the V11 and V23 returns and the results announced by the Zimbabwe Electoral 
Commission. Focus was therefore on the V11 and V23 forms. Discrepancies therefore were to be 
established on these forms. These two forms created a scientific forensic basis for establishing a 
clear connection between specific figures or tallies derived from the voters' roll, the total number of 
people who voted on different polling stations on the day through to the constituencies and finally 
each candidate's totals as announced by ZEC. Taking this route of the argument would lead to a 
game of figures which would not be disputed. 

  On the 24th of August 2018, Chief Justice Malaba dismissed Chamisa's case with costs. The main 
reason for dismissing the application was a lack of evidence to support specific, particular 
examples of the allegations put before the court. In his words, Chief Justice Malaba, ―the courts 
finds that the applicant has failed to place before it clear, sufficient, direct and credible evidence that 
the irregularities that he alleges marred the election process materially existed. The applicant did 
not prove the alleged irregularities as matter of fact.ǁ it should be clear that the applicant failed to 
prove his case. It was failure to prove one's case hence dismissal of the case. 

 6.2.4  Cases of Post 2018 Harmonized Election Scenarios 

Case 18 

  A traditional leader from Takawira Resettlement in Chirumanzu District threatened all those he 
thought had voted for opposition political parties in 2018 Harmonized Elections. He warned them 
that ―ndaendesa mazita enyu mese vanhu veMDC kumusoro… muchaona vamuchaitwa - I have 
written down all the names of those who I know voted for MDC and I have submitted them to 
ZANU PF headquarters for actioningǁ. 

Case 19 

  In Muzarabani South, Ward 20 Chawarura, the bedroom of a Chairperson of an opposition political 
party, Stewart Kanyoka was burnt at around 3am on 10 September 2018 by one Vakira a district 
member of another political party. Maize, fertilizers and clothes were destroyed in the inferno. The 
members of the Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) attended the scene after a report was made. They 
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tried to locate Vakira, but was not immediately available to assist with investigation. 

Case 20 

  On 1 August 2018, Chiheve, who contested for the opposition primary elections was intimidated at 
Zumba Township in Gokwe Kabuyuni Constituency Chireya Ward 5. Chiheve was accused by a 
group of ZANU PF supporters, whose names could not be immediately established, for disturbing 
their political party's dominance in the constituency. Chiheve was warned that he and his 
colleagues who supported the opposition in the 2018 Harmonized Elections deserve to be beheaded 
or banished in the community because they had spoiled the ruling parties' traditional control of the 
constituency. As this case was recorded, Chiheve and his colleagues had moved out of the 
community for fear of their lives. 

7.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The following table summarizes the CCJPZ arising issues, conclusions and recommendations for the 
Zimbabwe's 2018 Harmonized Elections: 

 No.  Arising issue  Conclusion  Recommendation
 
 1  Trust deficit in value 

o f  e l e c t i o n s  / 
democratic processes

  

- Democratic value of elections 
among Zimbabwean men and 
women is in jeopardy - voter apathy 
likely to increase ahead 
- Relevance of elections to day to day 
l ives  of  many Zimbabweans, 
e s p e c i a l l y  t h e  p o o r  a n d  t h e 
marginalised, is far fetched or non-
existent: what do [these] elections 
bring on the table? Or how do they 
eradicate poverty, bring medication 
i n  h o s p i t a l s ,  b e t t e r  r o a d s , 
employment or clean water? 

-Strengthening and enhancing 
legislation on horizontal and 
ver t ical  accountabi l i ty  and 
responsiveness of elected leaders 
-  Legis la t ive  and  capac i ty 
strengthening of parliamentary 
portfolio committees and Auditor 
General to have more ―teethǁ to 
effectively demand accountability, 
b e t t e r  g o v e r n a n c e  a n d 
responsiveness from duty holders 
- Transformative civic reflection 
and learning experiences for 
voters on constitutional rights / 
r espons ib i l i t i e s  and  soc ia l 
teachings of the Church to demand 
accountability and fulfilment of 
election promises by elected 
official 

 2.  AIPPA and POSA as 
inhibiting, colonial laws 
that are not relevant in a 
democratic context 

- Zimbabwe can flourish and operate 
well without AIPPA and POSA. 
- AIPPA and POSA contradict the 
freedoms given by the Constitution 
of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) 
Act 2013 - and the principles of 
Association and Participation which 
the Church promotes. 

- Repealing POSA and AIPPA, or at 
l e a s t ,  a l i g n i n g  t h e m  t o  t h e 
C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  Z i m b a b w e 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 

 3.  ZEC's Multi-party / 
stakeholder liaison and 
engagement process 

There  i s  power  in  d ia logue , 
inclusivity and responsiveness. 
Dialogue builds trust, co-existence 
and mutual understanding: ―Do not 
regard him as an enemy, but warn 
him as a sister/ brotherǁ (2 Thes. 
3:15) 

Dialogues and engagements between 
ZEC and political parties, CSOs and 
FBOs should continue and become 
more commonplace without ―anger, 
wrath, malice, slander, and abusive 
speech from your mouthǁ (Colossians 
3:8). 
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 No.  Arising issue  Conclusion  Recommendation
 
 4.  - Roles of traditional 

leaders in Zimbabwe 
  -  Rela t ionship  of 

traditional leaders to 
state and political 
pa r t i e s  and  the i r 
influence on voters 

Insincerity or lack of adherence to 
Traditional Leaders Act (Chapter 
2 9 : 1 7 ) ,  C h a p t e r  1 5  o f  t h e 
Constitution of Zimbabwe (No.20) 
Act 2013 and Social Teachings of the 
Church 

- Principled and actioned judicial 
judgements 
- Transformative civic reflection and 
learning experiences for traditional 
leaders on Traditional Leaders Act 
(Chapter 29:17), Chapter 15 of the 
Constitution of Zimbabwe (No.20) Act 
2013 and Social Teachings of the 
Church (including reflections on 
ethics and conscience) 

 5  Partisan distribution 
of humanitarian aid 
(food, agriculture 
input, livestock etc) 

Traditional and political structures 
have been used to  dis t r ibute 
humanitarian aid in the community. 
However, they have not been 
rational. Political opponents - even if 
they are vulnerable - have been 
denied until they change or denounce 
their political affiliations or choices 

-  Formula t ion  of  a  po l icy  or 
legislat ion with guidelines or 
f r a m e w o r k  f o r  h u m a n i t a r i a n 
distribution. 
- Food is fundamental human right. 
Those who would deny others their 
right to food on the basis of political 
affiliation - and therefore right to life - 
should be prosecuted. 

 6  Failure to recognize 
political diversity and 
differences between 
and among political 
pa r t i e s  and  t he i r 
supporters - death 
wish ing  po l i t i ca l 
campaigns, threats 
and intimidations 

Intra and inter-party conflicts have 
downplayed human life and dignity; 
freedom of expression and equal 
participation of men and women in 
electoral or democratic processes 

Facilitated horizontal and vertical 
national  peace,  dialogues and 
reconciliation process amongst 
members of the same political parties; 
and national peace and reconciliation 
between political parties and their 
supporters; the same amongst and 
between state institutions such as 
Defence Forces… 

 7  Reliving fear accrued 
f r o m  p r e v i o u s 
electoral violence; 
p r o m i s i n g  p o s t -
e lec t ion  v io lence 
similar to the one 
experienced in 2008 

- Zimbabwean men and women have 
genuine fear of elections, especially 
when they are promised a repeat of 
violence (and sometimes much 
worse) experienced in previous 
elections. 

- Comprehensive, victim friendly 
national peace and reconciliation 
process for Zimbabwean men and 
women in line with Section 252 of the 
C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  Z i m b a b w e 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 
-  Fac i l i ta ted ,  ev idence  based 
dialogues for political parties, 
traditional leaders, war veterans and 
security forces on constitutional 
values and Social Teachings of the 
Church 

 8  Scramble for political 
party regalia 

 

Voters have not seen the immediate 
benefits of elections or participating 
in democratic processes. Political 
party regalia has become the only 
tangible and visible gain for voters. 
Thus voters contestation for political 
party regalia  has been clumsy - and 
sometimes violent. 

- Political parties should establish 
legal,  guiding frameworks for 
distributing political party regalia 
- Elected duty holders should deliver 
their election promises to so that the 
voters would enjoy the  fruits of 
participation, democracy and better 
governance rather than seeing access 
to political party regalia as an end in 
itself. 

 9.  Chaotic and volatile 
pr imary elect ions 
c o n d u c t e d  b y 
contesting political 
parties 

 

Administrative and logist ical 
challenges such as late delivery of 
ballot papers, logistical challenges, 
missing candidate names on some 
ballot papers, excess ballot papers, 

- Political parties should have legal 
frameworks for candidate nomination 
and processes for conducting primary 
elections. 
- Political parties' legal frameworks or 
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staffing of ballots, imposition of 
candidates, vote buying and gender 
insensi t iv i ty  undermined the 
freeness, fairness and transparency 
of political parties' primary elections 

guidelines for conducting primary 
elections should have provisions for 
women's quota since many were 
elbowed out after failing to withstand 
the volatile situation 
- Political parties should have voters' 
rolls for primary elections 
- For transparency purposes, political 
parties could invite ―externalǁ 
observers to observe their primary 
elections 

 No.  Arising issue  Conclusion  Recommendation

 10  U n e q u a l  m e d i a 
a c c e s s  b y 
contesting political 
parties, especially 
to the electronic 
media 

The media was closed to other 
political parties - save for the ruling 
party and to some extent, MDC 
Alliance. This minimized voters 
rights to hearing other political views 
and therefore minimizing their 
political choices 
 

- Review of Zimbabwe's media laws 
and freedom of electronic media to 
a l low es t ab l i shmen t  o f  more 
audio/visual transmission stations, 
especially in poor and marginalised 
communities. 
- Legislative opening of, for example, 
community radio stations would help 
in fulfilling Section 52 of the 
C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  Z i m b a b w e 
Amendment (No.20) Act 2013 

 11  Inadequa t e  vo t e r 
e d u c a t i o n :  ― M y 
people are destroyed 
f o r  l a c k  o f 
knowledgeǁ (Hosea 
4:6) 

A generalised voter education was 
fairly provided across the country. 
Nevertheless, it was scarce in the so 
called minority languages such as 
Tonga, Nambya, Kalanga, Venda, 
sign language, Braille and other 
l anguages  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  t he 
constitution. More could have been 
done to enable voters to access voter 
education in the languages they best 
understood. 
There  was  no  spec ific  vo te r 
education targeting, especially of 
first time voters (who are also the 
youth) and women. 

- ZEC should open space for more 
organizations to complement voter 
education and should do away with 
voter education content approval and 
restriction as it is against Section 52 of 
the Consti tut ion of  Zimbabwe 
Amendment (No.20) Act 2013 
- Voter education should be carried out 
throughout the electoral cycle in order 
to have enough time to consider the 
necessary gender, generational and 
linguistical 

 12  Inadequate/lack of 
ablution facilities on 
open space/tent voter 
registration /voting 
spaces 

Voters frustration and sometimes 
withdrawal (not coming back again) 
from participating in electoral 
processes if the call of nature force 
them out of ― queueǁ to go back 
home or any other place to use the 
toilet. 

Mobile ablution facilities should be 
placed in open spaces on tents where 
the voting processes would be taking 
place for voters' convenience and 
health purposes. 

 13  Inadequate lighting in 
polling stations 

Voting took longer and voters'' 
waiting period increased at some 
polling stations as both election 
officials and voters struggled to read 
documents in poorly lit polling 
stations. 

- ZEC should invest more in lighting 
polling stations, especially those 
usually located in tents on open spaces 

 14  Excessive use of force 
and live ammunition 
on demonstrators 

The excessive use of the security 
forces, especially on 1 August 2018 
which resulted to the death of at least 
six people, will not help in building 
the Zimbabwe we all want. Rather, it 

- Demilitarization of civic processes 
and  avoid ing  the  use  o f  l ive 
ammunition in controlling civic 
expressions. 
- Violence should not be condoned, 
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but there is no one who has the power 
to end people's lives in whatever 
circumstance except God [who] is 
both the author and sustainer and 
terminator of life (Acts 17:25, 28; 1 
Timothy 6:13; 2 Samuel 6:7). 

amplifies the inherent fear in 
Zimbabwean men and women that 
have been induced in successive 
elections since 2008. The fear will 
i n c r e a s e  c i t i z e n s '  p a s s i v e 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n ,  a p a t h y  a n d 
disengagement with democratic and 
electoral processes 

 No.  Arising issue  Conclusion  Recommendation

 15  C o m m i s s i o n  o f 
Inquiry to Inquire into 
the Post  Elect ion 
Violence that took 
place on 1 August 
2018 in Zimbabwe 
 

The Presidium concern for the post-
elect ion violence was noted. 
Nevertheless, it was not necessary to 
invest Zimbabwe's scarce resources 
into a new commission dominated by 
foreigners. Zimbabwe already has 
constitutional commissions with 
relatively better understanding and 
appreciation of the context that could 
have performed the same task. The 
terms of reference of the Commission 
of Inquiry to Inquire into the Post 
Election Violence that took place on 
1 August 2018 in Zimbabwe resonate 
we l l  wi th  the  func t ions  and 
responsibilities of at least two 
i n d e p e n d e n t  c o m m i s s i o n s 
established under Chapter 12 of the 
C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  Z i m b a b w e 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 
namely Zimbabwe Human Rights 
Commission and the National Peace 
and Reconciliation Commission. 
The use of the local commissions 
could have made a double impact: 
investigative, redressing and closure. 
Z i m b a b w e ' s  C h a p t e r  1 2 
Commissions report to parliament 
which enhances their transparency 
a n d   i n d e p e n d e n c e .  T h e 
Commission of Inquiry to Inquire 
into the Post Election Violence 
that took place on 1 August 2018 
in Zimbabwe is accountable to an 
individual - the President. This 
m i g h t  c o m p r o m i s e  t h e i r 
independence and objectivity. 

- For future inquiries, the government 
should initially consider local, 
independent commissions established 
under Chapter 12 of the Constitution 
o f  Z i m b a b w e  o f  Z i m b a b w e 
Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013 

 16  15 ZEC's changing 
and flip flopping of 
poll results for ZANU 
P F  a n d  M D C -
Alliance presidential 
candidates

The lack of consistency shown in the 
changing of presidential poll results 
o f  the  firs t  two  p res iden t i a l 
candidates for 2018 Harmonized 
Elections after an Election Petition 
raised questions of trust, efficiency, 
capacity, transparency and - as 
spillover effects - (president) 
legitimacy. The latter is detrimental 
to the national's post-election 
rebuilding. 

Capacity building for ZEC, especially 
on of Statistical/Data collation and 
Data Management in line with Section 
110(3)(a-f) of the Electoral Act. 
-  ZEC should ( re)gain  voters 
confidence of voters by proving that it 
is transparent and independent 
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 No.  Arising issue  Conclusion  Recommendation

 16  F r e e n e s s  a n d  ― 
f a i r n e s s  o f  2 0 1 8 
H a r m o n i z e d 
Elections

 

- Everything else recommended in 
this column with emphasis on creating 
platforms for stakeholders dialogues 
on constitutionalism 
- Promotion and public awareness of 
Constitution in all the 16 languages as 
stated in Section 7 of the Constitution 
of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 
2013 
-  R e d u c i n g  p o v e r t y  l e v e l s / 
v u l n e r a b i l i t i e s  o f  p o o r  a n d 
marg ina l i sed  communi t i e s  in 
Zimbabwe, to be food secure and self-
sustain to reduce their susceptibility to 
political manipulation 

- The narrative of fear punctuated by 
promises of a return of 2008 political 
violence (or even worse); denying 
political opponents humanitarian aid 
(food, agriculture inputs, livestock 
etc) and everything else they need for 
livelihood - and the threats of 
evictions from the land - have been 
the common political life in most 
Zimbabwean rural communities for 
the last decade. 
- This narrative is intriguing in that 
the intimidation, isolation and 
violence strategy has been similar 
and implemented almost at the same 
time across Zimbabwe. This points to 
a ―centreǁ where the concoction of 
political and electoral intimidation, 
isolation and violence is brewed and 
delivered throughout the electoral 
cycle by complementary structures, 
institutions and individuals that are 
rewarded through a well-resourced 
patronage system. 
- Often, the state has ceased to exist 
beyond the provincial levels. 
Political party functionaries - some 
of whom have been recruited within 
the civil service and traditional 
leadership - take charge of all the 
state welfare and livelihood support 
interventions from the province to 
the village level. As such, some poor 
and marginalized citizens, who are 
the majority of voters, have been 
heavi ly  squeezed to  g ive  up 
d e m o c r a c y  a n d  p o l i t i c a l 
independence to secure their 
residential places and benefit from 
welfare and humanitarian aid. 
- Since 2008, through 2013 to 2018, 
majority of Zimbabwean voters, 
especially from the rural areas have 
voted under duress, with fear and 
d e s p e r a t i o n  a s  c o m m o n 
denominators. It is under such 
circumstances where the ―freeness 
and ― fairness of 2018 Harmonized 
E l e c t i o n s  b e c o m e  h e a v i l y 
compromised. 

Table 3: Conclusions and Recommendations 

8.  OVERALL CONCLUSION 

 ★  There were some improvements in the 2018 Harmonized Elections. The pre-election period was relatively 
peaceful with less incidents of overt violence. Political parties were given spaces to campaign and 
mobilize voters. There was a new, bio-metric voter registration process. This led to a completely new 
voters' roll administered by the election management body. The polling stations opened and closed on 
time. Results counting and announcement was also done on time and according to the law. 
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 ★  However, the narrative of fear punctuated by threats of a return of 2008 political violence (or even worse); 
denying political opponents humanitarian aid (food, agriculture inputs, livestock etc) and everything else 
they need for livelihood - and the threats of evictions from the land/home - have been the common - and 
normalized' - political life in most Zimbabwean rural communities for the last decade. 

 ★  This narrative is intriguing in that the intimidation, isolation and violence strategy has been similar and 
implemented almost at the same time across Zimbabwe. This point to a ―centreǁ where the concoction of 
political and electoral intimidation, isolation and violence is brewed and delivered throughout the 
electoral cycle by complementary structures, institutions and individuals that are rewarded through a 
well-resourced patronage system. 

 ★  Often, the state has ceased to exist beyond the provincial levels. Political party functionaries - some of 
whom have been recruited within the traditional leadership, civil and security services - take charge of all 
the state welfare and livelihood support interventions from the province to the village level. As such, some 
poor and marginalized citizens, who are the majority of voters, have been heavily compromised to give up 
democracy and political independence to secure their residential places and benefit from welfare and 
humanitarian aid. 

 ★  This means that since 2008, through 2013 to 2018, majority of Zimbabwean voters, especially from the 
rural areas have voted under duress. Fear and desperation have been the common denominators. This has 
happened in a context where lack of media reforms has prevented other political parties from effectively 
engaging with the electorate using the electronic media. This has also happened in a situation where the 
election management body has been casual in implementing some of the electoral reforms. These include 
continuous and adequate provision of voter education in all languages stated in the constitution and timely 
provision of voters' roll among others. It is under such circumstances where the ― freenessǁ and ― 
fairnessǁ of 2018 Harmonized Elections was heavily compromised.
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